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A censiderable part of one s~ssion of the National Teachers' 
Associatien was spent in discu~sing the question whether in-
~tructien.in arithmetic, grammar, geography, etc., is a legitimate 
part of the prefessional training which it is the purpose ef nor-
mal schools to' give. This question was discussed chiefly by these 
who. were engaged in normal instruction, and the preponderance 
ef epinion seemed to be in the affirmative. , This we think to be 
a serious error, as the ,very large share of attention now bestowed 
en purely academic instructiO.n in normal scbeols tends to foster 
a pubHc distrust in the mission 'of these privileged schools. 
Professional knowledge bas two well marked characteristics: 
it is (i) a body ef doctrine, and ( ) is possessed only by those 
who. have been trained for the practice ef a specific art. Thus 
the professional education needed by the physician consists in 
h~ving a body ef knowledge which is scientific. in character, and 
which nene but physicians are supposed to' possess. If all men 
had this knowledge, then a medical professien weuld be impos-
sible. In ether terms, knowledge whic~is cemmen to' allliber-
airy educated men can net be prefessional knewledge. 
Tile application ef this principle to normal instruction is 
. ebvieus. Ordinary academic instruction, even of a high grade, 
is net in any true sense professional instI1!ction, because it is 
.., cemmen to all well-educated men and women. Teachers are 
educated prefessionally; enly when they acquire that knowledge 
Which is needed by themselves rather than by others. If normal 
so1ioels devete themselves mainly to academic instruction, there 
is but a very slight excuse for their existence. 
In defense ef the prevailing management ef nermal schools, 
, the plea is eften set up that instruction in arithmetic er in gram-
mar, as giv~n in normal schoels, differs essentia~ly from the same 
instructien given in ordinary scheols. This specific difference has 
neve~ been articulately described; it doubtless censists of some oc-
,cult quality. th,at eludes definition. "The one exclusive sign," says 
Arjstotle, !'that a man is theraughly cegnizant of any subject, is 
that he is abl~ to teach it." The type of general knewledge to' 
be possessed by all men is thus that knowledge ef subjects which 
the teacher eught to have. Surely no. ene will claim, in sober 
earnest, that there is any essential difference between chemistry 
taught in a good high school and chemistry taught in a nor-mal 
school. ,The seoner this plea is abandoned, the better it will be 
for normal scho()ls, for then they wiII devote themselves , to the 
teaching ef that body of doctrine which constitutes a teacher's 
professional preparation. It can not be disguised that there is a 
prefound and even gro~ing distrust in nermal schools as they are 
generally managed. When the fact is ebserved that the 'normal 
lichool curriculum is almost identical with 'those ef high schools, '. 
people very naturally inquire into the reasons for the continued 
existence of these privileged institutions; and it ~s b!'coming 
manifest that these schO.ols must give a new emphasis to the 
, purely professional element in their courses, if they would hold 
their legitimate place in public esteem. 
We are very 'tar from saying, and still farther from thinking, 
that normal schools should wholly or even very largely dispense 
with academic'instructien. A certain measure of it is doubtless 
essent·ial even as a mea~s of imparting purely profe~sional in-
struction; and it'is doubtless true that the average normal pupil 
needs instruction in subjects as well as in methods. What we 
bespeak, is a much larger share of attention to' methods and doc-
trines, so that there may be clearly discerned the'specific differ-
ence between a normal school and a high school. 
It is well to O.bserve the fact that public epinion respe~ting 
fitness for teaching is new entering upon :i new phase. The 
earlier conceptien, and ene which still persists, was that mere 
scholarship censtitutes fitness for tea< hing. This [,hase of thought 
is embodied in most of the legal requirements for obtaining, a 
license to teach. The succeeding conception was that general 
schelarship,supplemented by a kno~ledge of methods,constituted 
fitness fer teaching; while the conception ~ow beginning to' pte-
vail is that the professional preparation n~eded by teachers con- - -
sists essentially of a body ef educatioQal doctrine, as the basis of 
methods. Sooner or later special institutions for the preparation ' 
ef teaGhers must adjust themselves to' this gr:ewing phase ef .. 
theught. 
We will conclud.e our examination of Mr. Dickinson's essay 
with the 'following summary ef what we think to be its more ob-
vious errors and misconceptions: -
T.' Its, definition of the ,< writim method" is t ·.complete and 1II;s= 
leading. 
-The ~< oral methed" '~censists in actually bringing int~ the 
presence of the learner whatever object or subject he is required 
to' study and to know;" and then" language is employed to' direct 
the learner in his investigation;" while the" written method" 
"is practiced where lessons are assigned to be learned from 
books, or where one, cemmunicates his thoughts l?y lectures." 
As Mr. Dickinson censtantly threws these two. methods iDte ,,' 
snarp contrast, it is evident that he ~sumes t~at what 'he calls 
the" written metnod~' exc1u,des the use ef ebjects. New we 
wish t<? knew by what right it is ~umed that tbis pl'es'entati~n . 
" 
, -
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of objects is ' the exdusive privilege of oral teaching. Written 
teaching,. or that method which involves the use of the written 
text, certainly assumes the presence of a tea~her; and, why this 
te'lcher cannot make all necessary use of ol;>jects quite as ,well as 
.,{ teacher who follow& "a good method of oral instruction,'" is 
a, mystery which Mr. Dickinson should hasten to explain. We 
cannot. think that our essayist designs, by a mere assumptIon, to 
make the use of objects the prerogatiye of oral instruction. If 
he does, he is gross~y ignoral1t of cun:ent school room practice; 
and if he does not; his condemnation of the" written method" 
, is pure rhetoric. Possibly, for the sake of sustaining his thesis, 
"he contrasts 'a good method of oral instruction" with a bad 
method of written instruction, if, indeed, there are gradations in 
quality of a method which has the utter badness that Mr. Dick-
inson ascribed to it. What is the significance of the illustrative 
apparatus that is almost universally found in schools, if the text-
book neglects the use of objects? Does not every reader of the 
.Rremium E~say know that the text is merely the basis of instruc-
ti011, and that this text is to be supplemented and illustrated by 
the presentation of objects, whenever this is possible or desirable, 
as well a~ by the voice of the 'living teach':!r? We venture to 
believe that this-is the prevailing practice, even in Massachusetts, 
_ wJlere such performa~ce~ as this I:'remium Essay and the" QuinH 
. Syetem " have given ground for s\lspecting that good elementary 
; - teaching is e-xtremely r!lre. . 
2. Mr. Dickinson .seems (0 make a wide discriminatt'on between 
. oral language and written language. 
.The Premium Essay distinguishes two cases of instruction, as 
follows: 
I. "If the object belongs to the external world, or is an ob-
, - jective-object, it is presentc:d to the mind through the medium 
of· the senses." 
2. "If it belongs to the internal world, or is subjective, then 
it is presented by leading the mind of the learner to produce it 
through the activity of his own representative and reflective 
powers." 
Let us consider this second case. . Here no appeal to the senses, 
by a presentation of objects, is posisble; . so that the ;, oral 
method" and the "written method" · here differ in only one 
parti~ular. In the first case the medium of instruction is oral 
lan~uage, while in. the second. it is wrz'tten language; yet with 
, only this difference, Mr. ' Dickinson pronounces the "written 
- method" utterly bad. It is evident, therefore, that in the ' 
essayist's mind there must be a wide difference'between these two 
forms of lang:uage, whereby they effect the mind in ways essen-
tially different. This we wholly .deny. Will Mr. Dickinson 
tell us in what essential particular th6 following cases differ: 
I. Or~l instruction on a specified, subject. 
2. The very same instruction reduced to writ!ng, and then 
read' to the cIass. 
'3· The very same '. instruction printed, and . st,udied by the 
class. 
We grant at once that instruction by the lil-ing voice is 
,usually more vivid than instruction conveyed by written '1an-
guage; M't this entails no diffefence in the , kind of effect pro-
duced dn the mind. On the other hane, there are advantages 
ill: fhe written method too' obvious to require articulate mention. 
, The oppor~unity to hold ,a subject firmly before the mental vis-
ion; the facility with 'which the mine may return to the object ~f 
.' its reflections; and the necessary throwing of the' mind back , on 
,its own resources and ,thus making almost ~navoidable the use of 
.. 
the mind's active power"; these are some of the features that ' 
give to written teaching its well-attested and unimpeachable 
value. 
3 Mr. Dickinson ovetestt'mates the value 0/ objects in the process 
0/ instruction. 
We do ' not think with our eyes 'and our ears; the most our 
senses do is to furnish us with the crude materials of thought , 
We do no~ think , with objects, but with the reproductions of 
mental images, some of which were occasioned by the presenta-
tion of obje~ts. Instruction wholly in the concrete is 'simply 
impossible, because words are ,the signs of general notions. The , 
process of thinking does not set in till mental images have 
replaced the , impressions of sense. The essential thing is -to 
induce a-reproduction of ce', tain past mental stat~s; and whether· 
this is done by a re-presentation of objects, or by the use of sym-
bols (words, spoken or written), ' is immaterial. Suppose, for 
example, the child has learned to associate the word dog with 
this particular object. Is it at all necessary to bring this animal 
into the child's presence whenever he has occasion to make him 
the object of his thoughts? Will not the word suffice to repro-
duce the mental image, which is the real object of the thinkirig 
process? The true office of object· teaching is to make words 
significant, and th.en to make possible the interpretation of lan-
guage; but to imagine that it is necessary, or even ,best, to re-
present objects whenever the child is to think about them, is a 
very glOss error. A child who can· read intelligently is likely to 
gain a far clearer idea of the decomposition of water by potas-
sium, from the study of a skillfully written text, than from seeing 
the glare o( the experiment and hearing the current explanations_ 
of his teacher. In this, as i'a multitudes of similar cases, the, 
glitter of the experiment is a very obstacle to the thinking pro·, ' 
cess; while the real terms of comparison are wholly beyond the 
reach of the bodily senses. The mere fact that potassium will burn 
when thrown upon water is best taught by the experiment; but 
to expect that a student will learn the explanation of this phe-
nomenon by the use of his 'senses, is as unreasonable as to expect 
that he will verify the location of the towns indicated on his map 
by an actual survey of them. 1t is well to recollect tha,t c!,il-
dren have minds as well as senses. 
4. I The essay betrays a very general £gnorance 0/ psychology. , 
Evidences ?f this appear on almost every page-we might have 
said in almost every paragraph. The division of the mental 
po'Vers into two ca~egories, as "active" and" passive;" the 
statement tha~ oral teaching involves these "active" pow~rs, 
while written teaching is addressed to the i, passive" powers 
only; the amazing statement that" when a man dies his wisdom 
must go with him; ' " and the assertion that books are valuable ' 
only so far as they enable men to reproduce the knowledge gainee 
by others" by' an indo pendent, activity 0/ their own mind..s "J' these 
are but examples of what seems ,to us inexcusable ignorance on 
the part of a writer who prof~sses to be an educational philosopher. 
5. The essay abounds in assertions which the writer mistakes. 
for argu;nents, and IS dis.fiffUred by fine phrases and empty rhetonf . 
Examples of the first and second faults ,are too numerou~ to' 
mention. Pages 13 and I7 will 'furnish instances of very fine 
rhetoric absolutely wasted. The .essayist set out with a promise 
to conduct us safely along a logical highway; but within a, few 
. minutes we find our course, obstructed by fogs and qujcksands, 
and though Qur guide ·tries to relieve our anXIeties by assuming 
to know the route and our destination, we grow more and more 
'bewildered as we proceed, and at last are forced to find our 0'i! 
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way. - Seriously, this manner of writing is sadly out of place in 
a serious treatise ~hose avowed purpose is to enlighten the under-
standing on a question of grave importance. Mr. Dickinson's 
pretty exhortations will not convince thinking people that the 
use of text-books is altogether stupid. 
Time would fail us to note all the points that deserve adverse 
criticism. Lest we might se!!m hypercritical, we have avoided all 
minor criticism, and have devoted our attention to a few of the 
more serious errors in doctrine. It would have been far pleas-
enter to commend than to condemn; but such transparent sophis-
try as abounds in this essay ought not to pass unchallenged. We 
think it a surprising fact that a paper s) illogical and so abound-
ling ,in fa!se doctrines should receive the sanction of a committee 
of prominent educators, and should be heralded !;Iy one of the 
eading educational journals of the country as an essay which 
"will be read and valued not only from the fact that it is one of 
the two most valued papers called forth by our premium offer, 
but chiefly will it be studied as the profound study of one of the 
most 'philosophical of American educators, on a subject which 
has awakened the attention of modern educational thought to an 
extent greater than any other. " " 
POLITICS FOR TEACHERS. 
THIS is -a time when politics is the all-engrossing interest. In our exchanges we must hunt our way carefully through 
columns of political articles to find paragrapts about the schools , 
And have we teachers nothing to do amid the canvass but to 
stand aloof and see that we take no position which shall antago-
nize any of our patrons? Have we no interests at stake? 
Let us not forget that the legislators " chosen without much 
thought in this time of struggle over greater offices, will have 
before them them the problems o~ our school system. The 
coming legislature will discuss Important school law amendments 
and must determine also what shall be the efficiency of OUT state 
institutions. For the next month these prospecting and pros-
,pective legislators wil~ be r~m!lrkably ready to hear the advice of 
.any one who cau talk mtellIgently about what tht; next legislature 
can do for education. If the teachers would set about it now 
they could have pledges from the candidates thal would secure 
"the measures the good of the schools demands. 
The 'patrons who employ us in the scbools will expect us to 
- t:ake a front rank in advocating the interests we have in charge. 
Let us make ourselves ready t~ show why the· State University 
and the Normal School should be liberally supported, why we 
should have 'a more thorough supervision, why we should 
'have a system of state institutes and the why's of many other 
questions that may arise about our great public school system. 
Let us especially study the importance of the higher scliools of 
the state that we may be"able to influence voters against any man 
who will not devote himself to their support. Now is, the time 
'to fix the opinions of the next legislature upon these aU-important 
,subjects. * 
ing some sounds to which no English letter would normally ap-
ply. Of C(lUrSe S0me of these names were unrecognizable, and 
one pe~son or place often appear{ d as two or more, owing to 
occasionally great divergencies of spelling. . 
A simple system, contrived by Dr. Hunter, and approved by 
the Viceroy, was ridiculed at first, but its practical advantages 
were soon so apparent to the native powers, as well as to the 
Europeans, as to lead to its full employment within a few years; 
all of the twelve local governments approving it., Some now 
express a wish to make it more completely phonetic, by adding 
letters fpr certain native sounds. 
All Indian literature is likely to be soon published in Roman 
letters, since this example and authority for transliteration has 
been set . Even the German Orientalists are publishing the 
Sanscrit classics in this way, rather than in the German type. 
Mr. Alexander J. Ellis remarked that namps would be the last 
thing to be touched at home by this ref:>rm. Clapham is pro-
nounced Clap'am (not Claffam), but people would be aghast at 
the nation of spelling it without the h. 
The philologist!; are now the strongest advocates of spelling 
reform, but have aid from all ranks. Dr. Gladstone said the 
work was one of immense difficulty, but he had no doubt that a 
satisfactory conclusion would be attained. It was perhaps rather 
a mercy that Lord Landon and the Duke of Richmond did not 
order a royal commission when applied to a year ag:\. 
The secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society said that he was 
constantly dealing with African, Asiatic, and Polynesian lan-, 
guages, and that foreigners found the most d~fficulty with the , 
lettering of English, Yet there was no doubt but that English' 
would be the language of the future. German philosophers held 
it to be the best vehicle of comrilUnication the world has 'ever 
seen, (reed as it was from grammatical f~rms-declensions, gen·, ' 
ders, and the like It is full time to take the shackles off it. 
The London Spelling Reform Associa'tion now publishes a 
monthly journal which seems ably edited. There is electricity 
in its articles, and they are all by men of note. It is pumlished 
at 20, Pater-noster row, Londo.p, at two pence per, number (fifty 
cents a year). 
THE LIBRARY. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
Lit~rary Studiu from th~ Gr~at British Autllors. By H. H, Morgnn. 'Sf. 
Louis: G. I. Jones & Co. 1880 pp. 440. 
"The pesign of this book is to encourage an, acquaintance -
with the masters of English Literature. To this end the com. \ J 
pil~r has atte'mpted to present specimens which fairly represent 
the versatility ?f the authors, and which illu~trate the'peculiari-
ties of the several sty les. " 
The work is introduced by a very copious "Index to Authors 
and Selections," covering' fourteen pages. Th 's is a valuabl~ 
portion of the , book, as it contains also J:efereu~es for lurther 
readings. 
The first selectiops are from Geoffrey Chau~er, followed oy 
EAST IN.DiAN NAMES. Spenser, Francis Bacon, and' Shakespeare: rhen follow brief 
AT the late m~eting of the English Spellin.g Reform Associa- , selections from Christopher Marlowe; Ben. Johnson, Beaumont , tion, held In London June 21, the Presldent, Dr. Hunter, and 'Fletcher, Phi.lip Ma,ssinger, John Milton, etc. The lin'es-of ' 
and Sir Charles Trevelyan described the difficulty which had ,in- each selection' are numbered' on the margin of the page, to ' fa· - , .• 
duced the Supreme Government of, India to adopt a' phoneti~ cilitate their ·study b'r ,classes in schools At the close of the , 
scheme for"the spelling of Indian names. Some of these were' volume are "Notes," which are especially readable from their 
written by different secretaries in the reports to t,he Government freshness and originalitYr They are concisely writte~." and lim,.... , 
in as many as fJine ' .or ten diffe~ent' ways, owing partly. to' the ited in e~tent. A "Glossary" of twenty·four pageS closes' the -
different powers of English letters, and partly to the natives us" ' ·volume . . The book is handsomely printed, and well bound". ' 
, . 
" 
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. The queStion of judgment in the choice of quotations 'must be 
, determined by use and the experience of teachers. From the 
reputation which Professor Morgan has already won as a critical 
student of English literature, and his long experience as teacher 
in the St. Louis high school; there can be little doubt as to the 
fitness- of this volume for rise in high schools, academies, and col-
leges. His' familiarity both with the wants and capacItIes of 
'young men and ladies, and the character and 'history of Eng-
lish classics, e'minently qualifies him to prepare just such a volume 
as this. It will unquestionably meet a want felt ill many schools 
of higher.giade, as there has not . until quite recently bet::n any 
such po ok to be had for class use. 
Elemm/ary Grammar and Composition. Revised Edition: By Thos. W. 
Harvey, A. M. 16mo. pp. 160. Cincinnati: Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co. 
This is, a revision of. the author's work of the same title first 
issued in 1869. Part I. consists of 'lessons in 'technical grammar, 
sentence· making, and composition. Part II. cantains a statement 
o~ the properties and modifications of the parts of speech, mod-
els for parsing and analysis, rules of syntax, and further exer-
cises in composition. Diagrams for mapping sentences are 
given, in each p~rt. ' The book is admirably printed, and is 
adorned with pictures which' are skillfully Ulied in composition- , 
making. Those who use Harvey's Grammar w.ili like this . little 
beok very much. 
_ '_ We find 'on p. 119, '~Defedive Verbs arethose which want 
. '::'sol!le of the princip~l:parts. They a,re /.-e'llJare, from:be and ((ware, 
.'> ougJit, quoth, quod, wit, and 'its derivatives, wot, wis, wert, wist, 
wote. " Do'es a)ist of defective verbs belong to an elementary 
gram1Ua~ ? If so, begone, methinks, mesee1!ls, and perhaps other 
antiCiuated terms should come in, in all their forms. -i\.nd why 
not 'Wotteth, along with the other obsolete forms? Wert is a 
misprint for weet. Such stuff should be left out of little books. 
Definitions are often defective or incorrect. "The Synopsis 
of a. verb is its variations in form through the different modes 
and tenses," etc. Not so ; 'a Synopsis is not the variations of 
form, but a scheme showing the variations. On the subject of 
cqse Mr. Harvey plays fast ana lo~se most wonderfully. He 
says, "Case is. the relation of a noun or pronoun to other words. " 
Then a remark says, "the term case is alsoapplled to tllejoTm of 
~ noun or pronoun." ,Then, "There, are four cases. '" Are these 
four relations only, or four forms? But ~h1! next sentence . says' 
"The Nominative Case is th·e use of a noun or pronoun as the 
subject," etc. So case was first a relation, then a jor1!l, n~xt it 
' is a use/ And then, to belie his original definition~ on the same 
page he says, "the Absolute ..... . ... case is the use ofa noun or pro-
,noun independent of any,reta!£on to other words /" Heaven pre-
s~rve the wits of the children who have.to learn such stuff! 
him. But 'he soon found that his mother had understood ~'Yhat 
was best for him mote truly than he for himself, and,he devoted 
his life fully to "the ministry to which he was called. 
His subsequent career at Hartford, where he remained during ' 
his long ministry, was marked by a wnstant mental and spirit~al 
g~owth of character and an Qut-giving personality rarely equalled. 
His 'marriage was most happy and · harmonious. Of his do-
mestic life many very {nterestil.;g and touching accounts are given 
in this book. This ~:ide of his character is more accurately 
drawn and ·more warmly colored, because his biographers are also 
his daughters, and know whereof they affirm. They are assisted 
in their work of love by many good friends of Dr. Bushnell, 
among whom are Bishop Ciark, Dr. Bacon, aud Dr. Bar-toe. 
This good man's death occurred at his Hartford home, Feb. 
17, 1876. He had reached the age of 74 years: 
Especially of interest to our readers may be the description 
given of his appearance and individiduality while in college: 
"His head, which was of unusual size and broad as it was high, appeared 
yet larger under its thick. masses of black hair, which also served to heighten 
the ruddiness of his complexion and the brilliancy of his deep-set gray eye. 
Those who knew him only in later life, when the intellectual and spiritual 
had eclipsed the physical, can hardly imagine him to have looked as his class-
mates described him in, the 'vigoro.us days of 'his youth. His dress and man· 
ners were homespun, not careless, but possessed rather 'of a 't:ert9in rude 
propriety. The self·confidence apparent in his bearing had its root in so 
much vigor and genuine power that it did not offend. It was, perhaps, for-
tunate for him that he had not entered college earlier. His growth was not ' 
of that succulent kind that ripens early. He resembled rather those hardy-
northern fruits which mature their rich flavor and mellow their strong fiber 
, only after a long season of out-door air and sun· shine. In 'full and conscious 
possession of his very original powers, he was yet probably not in ,advanc~ of 
his class in mental training, since his schooling had been of so meager a 
kind and so often interrupted. But the foundations on which he was now to 
build were good. He had sound health, a clear conscience, strong home af- -
fe~tions, and pure tastes. He loved nature, music, and bodily activity ,; and 
deep down was the spring of that religious life which was to make its 'way 
under-ground, through the darkness of years, and up into the light at last." 
In bip-ding and typography; the book is all that would be ex-;-
pected from the house from which it comes, and it willMwell bear 
,mechanically what its contents deserve intrinsically, much and 
frequent turning of its leaves. 
LITERARY NOTES. , 
-Two huiHired and fifty of the principals and leading teachers in· the 
St. Luuis public schools have asked for the adoption of Appletons' Readers. 
-I. K. Funk--& Co. have in press a new book by Spurgeon, "John Plough-
man's Pictures, or, More of John Ploughman's Talk." It will appear in the 
cheap "Standard Series," quaintly illustrated. Price, 15 cents. 
-The September issue of the Ohio Educational lIfont/zly is of double size 
and contains a full report of the Ohio Teachers' Associati.on at Cha~tauqua; 
N. Y., July 7, 8, 9, 1880. Price 15 cents: Address W.1;>. Henkle, Salem, 
Ohio. 
1-ift and L eiters of Horace Bushnell. New York: Harper and Brothers. -Messrs. P. Garrett & Ca., Phil!idelphia and Chicago, have brought .out 
Price $3.00. No. 18 of" their l'One Hundred Choice Selections." These successful' vol-
To the student of life in a broad sense the biography of a man umes furnish a good collection of pieces in prose and v~rse for use in schools _ 
like Horace Bushnell must be an inspirat'ion to new study and to and societies. They are bou,nd in paper covers and sell for 30 cents. 
p~rsonal achievement. It is undoubtedly true that his positions -Number 10 of the Humboldt Librarv contains "The Theory of Sound'in 
. its Relation to Music, by Prof. Pietro Blaserna, of the Royal Univer~ity of in theolcgy mark something of an epoch in the religious thought 
- - Rome, with numerous woodcuts. Price, 15 cents. J. Fitzgerald & Co., 143 
at" t1ii~ ee~tury. Born of the aId sturdy N~w England stock, ' 'Fo~rth avenue, New York. 
educated in a mode of life which developed , the' 'hardiest and -The Subscription News Company, of Chicago, wholesale subSCription 
most, enduring traits of-character, B~shnell entered Yale College, agc;nts for American and foreign periodicals, have is&ued the first number of 
at the ag,e of twenty-one, 'a man already ma.de in habits of thought a: veroy neat monthly called Cutnnt Evett/s. Its aIm is to fUI'Ilish a ready 
and .living. , ' reference recox:d of all impqrtantevents and' facts, classified by subjc;cts. Sub· 
He seems. t'o have had a decided leaning toward the legal pro- scription price, fifty cents a year; three months on trial, ten cents .. 
-The School Bulletin says of Quaclunbos's Rhdoric: "Year afteiyeal' 
fession, from which he was influenced by his mother, who, with we ar~ asked what is the best rhetoric.for prac'tical .rise, and year e,fter.ye~ 
his p.aiernal grand-mother, exercis~d a controlling influ~nce over we have to answer ·Quac~enbos's'. Poor, old, th~ead.bare, flcissored volume, 
, .' 
.-
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based.on an Addisonian style which the world has outgrown, it holds its place 
from the weakness of its rivals." 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
-Appillons' Journal for October opens with a French story entitled "All CHICAGO INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION. 
Alone," by And;e Theur,iet. It will be completed in two numbers. This 'The meetings of this body are held on the . third Saturday of 
number contains articles suggestive to the most advanced pupil. IIA Talk . 
each month. Owing to a misun. derstanding or misconstruction 
about Sonnets," in conversational style, between two friends, gives the best 
idea of a sonnet we have ever seen, and calls attention to some very beauti- of the provision of the constitution in reference to this topic the 
fulones. The "Romance of Literary Discovery" is also interesting to a lover September meeting, wtich was due September 18, was adjourne,d 
of books. The review of Dr. Bastian's "The Brain as an Organ of Mind" one week and was held September 25. Hereafter the meetings .. 
enables one to' form a very good idea of the value of the book, and is valua- will be held at the rooms of the Board of Educadon at 10.,30 A. 
able to a teacher, as every good review is, in enabling him to choose carefully M. of the third Saturday' of each Calendar Month. 
when he adds a new book to his own; or the public library. There i~ also The -paper of this meeting was the inaugural address of 
'a histOriC sketch by Alexander Charles Ewald, entitled "A Perished Kernel," 
full of romantic interest. Often a student of history Will have his sympathi'!s President Howland. He commen~ed by referring to the High 
enlisted in the study, simply by having his attention called to an interesting School qU,estion. Opposition to high school work i!l our system 
article of this kind, so that what had seemed dry and tedious before will be- of instruction was recognized, and a state of unrest was conced,ed. 
come illuminated by this new light, and suddenly made attractive. The Ed- The opposition came principally from those who are totally 
itor's Table is full o'f good things. We especially like what he says of "A ignorant of high sccool work. Hence the estimate of it bX its '\ 
Nation without Homes." 
-The ne plus ultra in ,the line of Almanac-Calendars is that published by enimies, was that of the man who affirmed of a landscape photo-
the Almanac-Calendar Company, of 29 Fulton street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Price, graph that it was a false picture because its pro.minent fea~ures , 
'24 cents. It is made to order for companies, schools, o! offices; and contains did not exisf in the original. . • . 
an epitome of such information as is found serviceable in business- or literary . He then spoke of the general effect of public schools on th'eir 
offices. Every sheet has, on its reverse side, tables of astronomical, meteo- pupils. . While no high school graduate was in jail, the public • 
rological,ecc1esiastical,geographical, political, and miscellaneous information; school system should not be held responsible forthe 'shortcomings 
the sheets being arranged so that they may be turned over upon a patent hinge . I 
of those who failed to avail themselves of its advantages. ts 
at the top, and thus preserved for future reference. The exact time of sun-
,rise and sun-set is indicated each day, also the different phases of the moon responsibilities should not be exaggerated. The school life is 
each month, a~ well as all legal holidays. The Calendar may hang or stand. but a small portion oCthe child's life. The question of truth and 
It is just the thing for the office of a 'school principal, or for the assembly room falsehood was settled during the first six. years of.the child's life. 
of a school. While many were in the habit of eulogizing the good old 'd~y's of 
_Messrs. Young & Co., pub~ishers, Edinburgh, Scotland, have decided to the past, at the ·expp.nse of the present, children now: left the 
supply Young 's Analytical Concordance' to American purchasers at nearly schools better than they came to them, Mucb pfthe dish0nesty 
cost of paper and press-work. The book will be supplied in twenty parts for which had recently startled the country and alarmed many' was 
$2.65, including postage. It will be printed on heavy pape~ and from the . to a certain extent involuntar,y,' and brought aQout by circunistan-
same plates as the $9,00 European Edition. 1. K. Funk & Co., New York ces which would palliate the charge of great moral obliquity! " 
I have been appointed' exclusive" agents in America for this edition;· 'The particulars in which the effect of seh 001 influence was 
The Atlantic :Monthly for_October is upon our table. This magazine w'e good .were stated with fulness and force. The estimate c.fteachers· 
regard as our oldest literary friend, since through it we were first introduced by pupils was prompt and us~ally very correct. Hence th~' 
to literature of 'this class in our youth. This number seems to be as good as competent teacher e~erted great mfluence. , The good ' order that . 
its predecessors. Constance-Fenimore Woolson, iii. one of her charming short prevailed in the school!! produced industry and systematic work 
stories entitled "A Florentine Experiment," introduces us to some pleasant The graduates of the high and grammar schools were fifted for' 
people': The charm of her ~tories is that the people seem really alive, and to trustworthy and honorable positions and were found in thein. 
become our friends. Richard Grant White contributes an interesting)article The intellectual and moral facult,ies were not so ,mlike, that the 
on "A National Vice," portraying very graphically the free use of wine, beer" first can be cultivated without influencing the second very favor-' 
and spirits of all classes, by both sexes and even among people of th~ highest ably. The failqre ,of the vicious generally came from a lack of 
. discipline external -to the s<:hool mapagement, which failed to resp,ectability, Th!'! article IS worthy of more ·than a , passing thought, since - . . 
f · d' secure their submISSIOn .to school ,influences. The personal Americans seem to b,e dri ting In the same llection. The "Contributor's 
. character of the teacher Impressed I,tself with great force and Ciub" is always readable, and always brings to ligh~ something worth think- . h permanency on pupIls ~ 0 were brought suffieiently ~ith~n its ' 
ing about. In fact, there is not an article in this number that one would influence. Through .thlS the most yaluable moral teaching could 
, , 
'. 
willingly pass over. Two poems are partic~larly worthy of notice, one, 'I~he best be done. Specific moral teaching at set hours was in its 
l'i,inister's Daughter," by JohI) Greenleaf Whittier, tlie oth,er, "Last and day very rarely a success. . " 
Worst," by Francis Ekin Allison. The former breathe~ the spirit of gentlen7ss The choice of tea<:hers was held te be a great responsibil1tY. 
which characterizes Whittier's poems. The latter records the bitter experience Vast numbers of applicants sought , positions from grGssly inade-
of many a heart 'in this world. ' , ' quate motives. The non-conti.nuance of the practice of corporl!l ' ~ 
_Teachers who wish to see an array of arguments against the proposed re_ punishment was pronounced a forwa.rd · movement. It was _ 
form in speiling should send twenty-five cents to the Authors' Publishing adjudged unwise 1'0 un<;luly extend school grounds. Pupils should 
. Company, 2'7 Bo~d street, New York, and obtain a ,recent publicati~n by E. not be commanded. It:was proper that teachers should knew of 
H. Watson, editor of "The Universe of Language," and author of "Is Our their pupils' doings in all places, and shc;>uld make stich 'deings . 
Republic a Failure," etc., entitled "~he Spelling .Reform Question Dis- subjects of counsel, censure, condemnatIOn. TeacheFs should 
cussed." The body of the pamphlet is a republication from "The U!1iverse I contrive that chIldren should be interested in their-school work. 
~f Language," to which , introductoIX ~nd supplementary notes have been Teahers should keep fully abreast with the world's advance. .As', ' 
added. It i.s interesting reading, 'though lame in some of its arguments. The a solace and comfort outside df school hours, some good hobby- I 
absurdity nonsense, and stupidity of much that is put forth as "reform" in hor:;e was recommended, which should be ridden, h0wever, 'outside - , 
spellil\g ~~e plainly shown. The worst impediments the true ~eform~ers meet of school an~ in the abscence of !he.ir frien?s. . . 
. with are the publications of certain brainless advoclltes of then: own number . ' In cOn~ll1~IOn, ~r. Hc;.w~and s.ald It was hIgh time !o orgl!-mze 
-who should be promptly and effectually sqlle1ched instead of encourag~d , the asSOCIatIOn, and promIsed hIS best efforts to make It a success. ' 
by those who do think and reason on the subject. ' . : The next meeting will be held October 16. Dr. WiUard Will 
~Hiram Hadley, who has been known in various connection§" throughout read a paper OIl: ,' .• 
Indiana and Illinois, has decided to honor a private academy with his name. -
. Of' ,kHadleyi s Academy" will open in Indianapolis this fall, and Hiram will be 
p:leased t~ receiye a sha~e of the public .patronage. THE ,FoRMATIVE P?WER~OF S~H~OL C('.)~RSES. 
-, 
/ 
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TEACHING PENMANSHIP. 
They might be required to bring in new lists lhe next day, , 
thereby training individual thought; At this stage of instruction, 
little lectures on !!ubstances from the vegetable world are appro-
, I. The lesson should be prepared by the teacher before com- priate a~d useful. One on Cotton; its growth, and the process 
ing to the class. of making it into thread ahd cloth. Another on_ Wheat; its con-
2. Remember that the object of practical penmanship is to version into flour and bread. 
produce clear and rapid writing. Work for that result. Numberless others can be dev~loped. The followinr; are 
3. Do not teach shading until the scholars can form the letters among the most familiar and instructive: Lumber, Corn, Rye, 
quite accurately. , Oats, Acorn, Apple, Camphor, Pepper, Nutmeg, Cinnamon" 
4. Drill the class thoroughly upon straight and curved lines, Ginger, Cloves, Rice, Cocoanut, Raisins, Figs, Coffee, 'Tea, 
right curve, left curve, angle, turn, parallel lines. Starch, Sugar, India Rubber. ' 
5. The -correct slant can be easily taught by directing class to A lecture on coal would be very interere!lting if YOIl have-
write each letter directly under the one above it, so that a verti- samples of the different stages of its formation from the Vege~ahle 
cal line drawn from the top to the bottom of the page would Kingdom t6 the "Mineral;" Peat, Lignite, Bituminous Coal, 
pass through each letter at the same phce. _ - Anthracite coal,-teaching the names if you choose. In prepar-
-, In primary work, let the children, from time to time, write ing for your lectures, be thoroughly posted upon your subject: 
l~tters from home. make it known, pick out the most striking' qualities and ,point s, 
Classes should be drilled to write in concert; that is, each condense ' into a complete outline; then use simple language, a 
child make the same stroke at the same time. This can be ac- fresh, bright manner; showing specimens whenever you, can, 
complished by counting, or by calling each line by its name; thus, allowing' pupils to handle them; so that _some definite impress 
in the case of the i, can be said one, two, or three; four, or right is made upon the mind thr.ough the eye. 
curve, sh~nting stra-igQ1 line, right curve, dct. . These lessons need not interfere with the order of the lessons 
,'- , When you have drilled your class so that they can keep per- on "Natural History," but begiven at other times" as opportunity 
fect; time; you can render the lesson an attractive one by having 
,the children 'nite to music. 
While children are still at slate· writing, the best slates should 
be retained and exhibited. 
-The scnolars should be allowed, from time to time, to write on 
th'e black·board. The best results should not be rubbed off, but, 
with the name of the scholar attached, remain, it possible, until 
the next dllY or longer. 
Specimen copid-should ,be neatly written on paper, and ar-
ranged so that they can be hung up on the walls. Stiff card-
board will answer this purpose. It can be prettily decorated, 
~nd 'then, by c~ttiJlg small slits at the _right distances, the speci-
metr. copies can easily be attached to it._ -
The best copy-books should, if possible, be sent tO'the prin.' 
cjpal 'each week or month, as :r furthe; incentiv,e to db good 
work. 
A large scrap book shou1d also be kept, and, at the beginrling 
of each month, a specimen of penmanship from each child in 
the class should be inserted as the result of the previous ~onth's 
, teachin·g. The book should be so arranged that all of the child's 
work will be together, thus ma~ing it an easy task to discover the 
progress that each scholar has made. 
Mark the w.riting very strictly. 
In their other lessons, such as arithmetic, geography" etc., 
when written, mark the papers for the writing as well as for the 
? subject-Platter, and let this mark_count in making up the average. 
-M. B. Requa. 
'THE USES OF PLANTS. _ 
occurs. 
SAMPLE OF A TALK ABOUT COAL. 
Thousands of years ago our world was covered with trees , 
much larger than any we now have. ' There were no men t'o 
build houses or ships from the wood. "What then, you say, 
was the use of these forests?" Listen: 
Bye·and-bye the ocean rose over the land and covered the tr~es. , 
This killed them'; some fell down, others remained standing, and 
as years aft~r years passed by, they were covered with the sand 
and mud which fo~ms the bottom of the seas. ' Then the waters 
rolled away, leaving the l'.uried trees; the earth o~er them dried; -
other trees grew on the world. G0d made Adam and placed 
him in the Garden of ,Eden. More years rolled by,-men, women, ' 
and children lived and died, but nobody knew of the buried 
trees. But God had nor fogotten them; He was changing them 
lill this tinle into somethlllg useful for man. At last, some one 
digging in the ground found a queer, black stone. It looked-
good for nothing; but, strange to say, they found that this ' 
stone would' bnrn, and, soon it grew v luable, b~cause so useful 
to keep people warm in the cold weather. Guess what it was? 
Coal. Yes, and vet this coal-stone was once a part of 'a tree, 
and so belonged t~ the vegetable ki~gdom. To what kingdom ' 
does it now belong? Mineral. Right. Now, you may see the 
different kinds of coal. This is peat ; it looks something like 
wood; so does this lign ite; but these other pieces you never ' 
would have thought were once wood;-Primary Teacher. 
RATIO OR PROPORTION? 
DAVID KIRK, " 
I Dear Sir-In THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, number 164. in -the Mathemat-MARY D. M'HENRY, J'HJLADEI:.P. HI~. 
, ical Department, under "Ratio and Proportion," in a criticism upon the 'use f_ .- S~T 'the children to thinking ,al>out the uses of plants; after of the term proportion, in such phrases is "Th.e man is strong in proportion 
- allowing several minutes for consideration, ask those who to his size;" the critic says, ·'It would therefore be better to say that a m~n is 
· -have thought of ~y to raise their hands. , As one oy one right . strong'in the ratio of his size." ,Please i,nform me what is meant by "tIle ratio 
answers .are given, . Write them on the board 'side by side thus: ,of his size?" The ratio ofhis'size to what? " 
- Beauty· Shade' Food' Building. Next -ask for examples' under In the idiomatic expression, "Th~ ,man is strong in proportion to his size," ~ 
• - ." , " .' • l ' - • - , ar~ we to presume the "1iter_ as assulJling a ratio of a,man's strength to his • 
each" put the names below, tll_ you have se. verallll each column. Sl- e ~ \ ' t" - th ' ' It f d- '- .. ' d ' d' " ti-ty -s s 'd ' 
.. . - . - .. , z . r, n ,S ra 10 IS, e resu 0 IVlslon, all as In IVlSlon one qu~ ~ I ~I 
'. ' ThJs wlli ~e a ~~ce exer-Clse (or ~he ch~ld~en to cop>? on thell to contain another a certain numb-er of tiipes (the ratio)-mu_st not the divi- , 
:;lates, thu~ teacl;l1g th~m' the speJhng ~£ tp.any new words. dend and ' divisor. ,be alike IQ far, forth, ~s that they may be measured by a :" _ :. 
-' 
. ' 
. , '-
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common unit? Now what common unit will measure the strmgth of a man 
and his siz~ P Instead of saying "the man's strength is in the ratio 0f his 
size" would it not be better to say "the !ran's strength varies as his 'size?" 
Yours etc. A. S. FISHEll. 
EUREKA, ILL., June 9, ISSO. 
The criticisms above were anticipated and answered in the 
article referred ·to. If one quanti~y i$ a function of another, 
there .will be a ratio between them. We may denote the strength 
of a man by the number of pounds he can lift one foot hi~h in 
one minute, say 4,000, and his size by 150 pounds, his weIght, 
or 6 feet, his height. . 
There will be a ratio between the numerical representatives of 
~he elements above mentioned, though these elements are dissim-
ilar. Strength and size are functions of each other, but it would 
not in general be correct to say that one varies as the other, for 
'such is not the case, , . 
When it is said that a man is strong ih proportion to his size, 
e infer that his strength exceeds that of other men whose size 
w . d 
. s the same as his. The relation between strength and SIze, an 
1 any other pairs of functional' elements will find express~on in 
m e way and the question arisis, which is the better term to use som, " 
in speaking of two things, ratIO or proportIOn. 
THE GEOGRAPHY CLASS. 
Two leaders are coosen, who each select in turn until all the players are 
k nd are formed in two Ii.nes facing each other, a chair for each being ta en, a 
1 d' behind him. The leader on one side calls out some letter, and say ' pace . . 
"Sea," or me~tions some olh.er ~ody o.f water. The leader ('n the oth~r s~de 
. d' tely names one begmnmg with the letter, and each one on hiS side ' Immela , . .. ' " 
've-s another in rapid successIOn. If there IS a pause, the leader of ,side No 
gt ts ten rapidly, and calls "Next;" the player who calls answers, and 
I coun . If' k' J b .. he one who missed takes hiS seat. a, mlsta . e IS ma e y glvmg a wrong 
t the piece of water called for, as ~y calling a river by the name of a sea 
name <:' I ' fi d' . 
or isthmus, or by giving the wrong etter as ItS rst one, an It IS not c,?rrected 
ember of the same side before the leader of th~ opposite side -calls by some m . . ' ... 
M· "then all of side No.2 must take their seats, which counts two ' out" ISS, 
for side No. I. 
The 'leader of side No.2 requests all his side to again stand in line, with I 
.' • e tion of those who missed, and calls out some piece of land, as 
tlie exC p d I h' h h " d . 
. state county etc., an a etter, w IC t e Opposite Sl e answer m 
mountam, " " 
e way and if everyone succeeds m answermg to the call, and each 
tbe sam, . h . k h h r h' 'd 
. ves a correct reply, w:t out mlsta e, t ey score tree lor t elr own 51 e ~~: ~ame is won by the side that first scoies ten; ·and as all who have missed 
t keep their seats un~il the end of the play, tney have abundant opportu. 
::s for laughing at the mistakes which are made by their friends. I,f it 
Y Id happen that the leader of one side has no one to call. upon to stand in s~ou h 's obliged to answer alone; and if he also fails, the victory belongs to hne, e 1 . 
the other, even If they have not scored ten. 
PUZZLES. 
SOME QUEER CITIES. 
If we saw a certain girl i~ danger what we should try to do. I. . . 
2. An ingredient of plaster. ~ 
3. A sn1all boulder. 
4. A body of water well seasoned. 
5. One of the Apostles. . . 
6. An exhortation to a g.\fl to smile: 
7. A German boy's nam.e and a·welght. 
S. An eagle's perch. 
9. ,.. girl's name and a Roman ga~ent. 
10. A cleansing operation and a weight. 
II. ' A very thin autumnal,fio.v,er. 
1'2. Harmony. 
HISTORICAL ACROS~IC: 
'1. A renowned Grecian hero, whose 'adventures and expl<i~ts form the sub· 
ject of a classic poem. ~ j 
. 2 The most renowned :warrior of modern times. 3: A famo~ discoverer. ' 
4. A mountain famous in Greek mythology as the abode of the gods. 
5, A river upon whose rise and flow the fertility of a great. country d~pends. 
6. A man who invented the process of taking pictures by the sun. 
7. The country which Columbus expected to find when he sailed on hls 
voyage of di~covery. 
S. The birth-place of St. Paul. 
9. A country which celebrated. its millenium a few years ago. 
10. A renowned Indi!!-D chief, who was kill~d in (he last Seminole war. 
II . A renowned En2lish Admiral. 
12. The hero of an ancient poem, who was invulnerable except in one 
place. 
13. A Frenchman who assisted us in the Revolutionary war. 
14. A people wlio lived in North Germany, and conquered Britain in the 
5th and 6th centuries. 
15. An imaginary island represented as bei~g a paradise to live in. 
16. The most celebrated painter of the world. 
17. An English courtier who threw down his cloak f0r Queen Elizabeth to 
walk on. 
IS. One of the most ancient nations of the world, and the scene of many 
Scripture events. . 
19. A place where a memorable battle was fought, with Gen. Jackson as 
commander . 
20. A Jewish king and poet. 
21. A 'famous lighthouse in the English Channel. 
22. A body of water which was crossed by a multitude dry.shod. 
The whole is the name by which Gen. Grant has sometimes been called on 
account of a famous phrase which he once used. 
-From Tht Advallct, Chicago. 
,. WHA T SHAL.l; THE HAR VEST BE P" 
To tht Editors of the Wukly: 
THIS se.ems to me an appropriate questio~ f~r each teacher to ask him,self . or herself. Do V{e, teachers, as a,rule, give 'as much thought as might ' 
be profitably given to what is to be the result elf the year's labor, as shown by 
our pupils outside of the advance.ment made in thei.! studies? Do we n:ot 
place too high' a value on mere scholarship? . 
What is the real value of abstract scholarship to society? Shall we, this 
year, gather more than mere scholarship? • 
In thiS connection mIght be asked what have I done during my vacation 
iliat shall give me new strenith, a better knowledge of how and why, a fresh-
ness and cheerfulness with which to meet my pupils and impart to them the 
instruction best' suited to their development as men and women well qualified 
for the struggle of life? 
Was the har-vest good last year? Make it better this year. I have personal 
knowledge of too many teachers who simply drift with the tide. , They have 
not e.nough professional pride to pause them to be progressive. Of such I 
predict their harves~ will be cumbered with weeds. 
Have we been progressive, growing, reaching out after the light? Have 
we learned from past experience how to adapt ourselves to the developing 
child· mind so that we may and shall give it the nourishment needed? Then 
will the harvest exhibit sheaves of golden grain, the inplanting (if I may use 
the' w'ord) of truthfulness and a living, active love for the truth and . nothing 
• but the truth in our pUpils; the development of honest, manly, and womanly 
character, adorne!i with purity, virtue and strmgth, the habit of careful, sincere 
and useful thought; a knowledge of how to use books as sources of informa~ 
tion; right methods of reasoning; respect for those i~ authority,; ust.ful 
members oIsociety, rather than ' ornamental. Our schoofs should take the 
material as nature has given it a~d out of it chisel the grand and noble s.tatue ' 
that 'shall be admmired for the r.eal worth ·in it. -' 
Such are the results we ought to look for in additio,! to scholarship in tIiis ' 
year's harvest. But what of the teacher himself? .He should be a living, 
active example in all these things. Children are iinitative. How many teach- ' 
',ers will say in the end, thus it has been? ' J. T. MARVIN. 
MINNEAPOLIS ACADEMY, MINN . 
~-====== 
-Thomas A. Eddison 'claims in the Mrth American Review for October ' 
that his system of electrical lighting was from ' the first aU that it was origi-
nally claimed .to be, and declares that tlie de1a)·s which have occurred to 
, defer its general introduction are chargeable 'not "to Rny defects since discov- .. 
ered in the original theory of the systen:', or its practical working, bu~ .tol the 
enormous mass of details. which have to be m.astered before the syste/D can 
go into opi:r!ltion' on a large s!!ale, and on a commercial basis I!-' a rival 'to the 
existing system. of lighting tiY .iss.'l 
, , 
, .. :' -
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OFFICIAL DEPARTM.ENT. 
IOWA.-SUNDRY RULINGS. 
I. The ~lectors of a sub·district can hold a meeting. only on the day fixed 
by law, and cannot hold a special meeting even for the purpose of vo~ing 
school house taxes which should have been .voted at the regular meeting. 
By section 1717~, the' electors of the district ,township may hold a special 
meeting for such purpose, in certain cases. ., . . 
2, Where proposals for building a school·house have been reJecte~, If It IS 
desired to invite bids the second time, the same invitations by advensteme nt 
for bids must be given. ' , 
3. In c')Se of inability to elect a secretary or a treasurer, the m~umbent 
holds over for the next full term, and should qualify anew/ See SectIOn 690, 
Code. C. W. VON COELLN, Supt. Pub. Inst. 
DES MOINES, SEPTEMBER 20,181\.0. 
THE STATES. 
. INDlANA.-The Indianapolis public schools opened Sept. 6, with an atten-
dance considerably aDove that of last year. The high school num~ers 630, 
an increase ot fifty above the total enrolll1ent of any previous year, and an 
increase of 100 above the enrollment of anyone month before. The present 
' building is filled to about its utmost capacity, and it is the purpose of the 
school board at no distant day to remove the 'old building and erect in its 
pIa ' e one with enlarged capacity and all the modern improvements. 
, Wm. S. Woods has been elected Superintendent of the Seymour public 
ichools. 
Madison has come to the wise' conclusion that th~ highest effiCiency in thlJ 
work of a system .of any sort can only be securc!d by having a head, and con-
sequently have elected T. V. Doddas superintendent of her city schools. 
Hitherto each separate school has followed out its own sweet will without the 
interference, of a superintendent. ' 
Cbas. E. Hewett bas been reelected Superintendent of Knigb~town schools. 
He was dropped last year after several years efficient service and Michael 
Seiler elected to fill his place. This year Hewett's friends elected their mem-
ber of the school boarfl and the pendulum swung back. 
The institute season has about closed and schools geI!erally ~hroughout the 
state are in session. 
The equation of . teachers' wages is a problem that has been occupying the 
attention of th~ Montgomery County Institute, and theJ ollowing communica· 
tion to -the Crawfordsville '.Journal indicates a purpose on the part of the 
teachers to impress their views upon the trustees by a little justifiable bull-
dozing. 
TEACHERS' WAGES: 
To the Editor Saturday Evening '.J ourna{: 
. The Oounty Teachers' Institute which was held here hist week, appointe,d 
1\ c mittee to prepare an address to the County Board of Education relative 
to the'~es of teachers. 'The committee waited on the Board at thei~ regu-
lar semi-~al meeting la!it Monday, and submitted their address. , The 
teachers askecF-that the Boud fix some basis for the wages of teachers which 
would be fair and itable to all. That the teacher might be paid according 
to his merit and the Sl , of his school, the teachers suggested the following 
plan: From the general ~rage 'of teachers' license subtract twenty-five, 
multiply the difference by three. and to the product add a sum equal tq the 
~ . ~ 'average daily attendance at school, and the result would be the number o( 
... cents the teacher would receive .per . y •. In supjlort of this plan the. com-
mittee showed that as ·the teacher IS now pa d, one who holds a certificate 
, with a general average af 7'.S per cent gets as good wages ,as one who has 84 
per cent, or one who,has 85 per cent as good as"bne who has' 94, the unfair-
ness of which can be eas~ly seen. They proved'~so, oy the report of the 
State Superintendent, that all of the counties adjoining th'is,pay their teachers 
more per day than Montgomery county. TQat there are btit'fiV~ty one teach-
ers, in the county' who hold a first-class certificate. Of these ·four~~en are in 
the city or incorporated towns. The reason of this . is that our best. teac~ers 
_, go to other cougties where pay.is bc:tter. T~ey also showed that m Umon 
township last year, there were thirty-SIx teachers employed at a cost of $66:95 
per day, and that if they were paid, according to the suggested plan, the Trus-
, tees would have paid but $71.62, or but lk,67 m,ore per duy. The reason that 
: the wages would have been a little more is because the majodty of the teach-
, ers employed in lJnion township last year. held a grade above the ayerage. 
-, Of; the thirty-six employed" twenty-two liad, a grade . above 85 p~r cent, and , 
none beloW Z 1 per cent. But ,these arguments and many m9re equally forci-
ble fell as light weights upon tlie heads of the trustees. One of the memberS 
.' ,of the Board moved the ad')ption of the plan, but the motion 'was lost for the 
J' want of a second. By this act the trustees of Montgomery county have totally 
-ignored the prayers' of 200, teachers ,of tIiis coun~. Their acts c1.early ~how 
- 'that they are not willing to pay better wages for first-class teachers. ' It sbows 
that they are afraid that the number of first-class teachers in the county willi 
increase and that they wilr therefore have to pay better wages, and therefore 
.~ J .l ~ l- J r p t"'i rn ~ . ' rt . Jn1J"' ''' r1 "l C:C t ,p ~ ('l. ,.l"'C - ~ .. ....,J " ,. . I .;. r ~ ' ~ . ' 
" , 
now the question comes up, is the teacher of this ~ounty to. be thus totally 
ignored? The teachers hold the balance of power If they will, and they can-
use it, ' too. There will be electIOns in this coilnt~ in the f';lture and the 
teachers will not forget it. If the Trustees are not askmg. f~vors ~t the teach-
ers hand~ now, they may in the future and they may ask It m vam, too. 
TEACHER. 
Il,LINOls.-Freeport Seminary, J. W. Troger, Principal, is in' a very pros-
perous condition, and its attendance is increasiIig daily. 
The Ottawa Republican in Mr. Boltwood's department has paid its disre-
spects to the cheap schools that propose to save "half the Hme and three 
quarters of the expense of a thorough and complete collegiate course." Woi! 
forbear remark. 
. "Prof. McMinn and lady" is the way the Paxton papers say it. ' We. ~ave' 
no particulars. 
Sup't D. R. A. Thorpe of Ottawa was "caned" at the Fifth Ward building 
near the close of the school year. The teachers did it and the ~ne was a 
gold-headed one. 
The Educational Hall at Bureau county fair gr<,unds is a neat wooden ' 
building 26 feet by 40 feet. . Over it floats a burgee four feet wide and ten 
feet long with a white ground and red border bearing, in black letters. the 
words "Our School." The chief expense of building has been met by con-
tributions from the schools. 
At the close of the last school year, Milledgeville, Ill., gave a banquet in 
honor of the village school principal, Mr. J. H. Grossman. -
Fairbury is proceeding to replace the school' building that was burned some 
' time ago, by erecting another at a cost of about $13,000. The school will 
rent a hall until the new building is ready for occupation. 
"The Freedom and Serena Teachets' Club" is an organization in LaSalle 
county, with E. A. Ferrin as leader. Classes are formed to prepare a re2ular 
lessonjfor each meeting. Teachers thus earnestly seeking to improve deserve 
abundant success. 
W. S. Mills, former school principal 'in Joliet, has removed thence to Ne'Y 
York City, where he will engage in the study of law. , 
At the close of last year's school, Mr. Jenkins of Mendota was the recipient 
of a valuable, present of boolts from his school and his graduating class. The 
pupils showed good taste in choosing a plain olltside and a valuable inside • . 
The high school library at Wilmington was open for exchange of books ev~, 
Saturday afternoon during Yacation. We know some libraries that ar~ a dead 
investment durmg th.at time. _ 
Mr. Hendricks of Rock Falls has been visiting Kansas, and Mr. Bayliss of' 
Sterling spent part of his vacation in Iowa. 
We said something in June about having before us the neatest high school 
program we have ever seen. Since receiving the program of Blackstone school, -.: 
Mendota, we feel called upon to give the remark a new application. 
Augustana College, Moline, proposes to pay more attention hereafter to ~e 
teaching of the English brancbes and has arranged to accommo date two 
rhundred and fifty students. , 
The high schooLhas been.abolished at East St. Louis. This is what, might 
be expected in a place so demoralized in government as that has been. 
Macon County institute honored the yarious presidential candidates with a 
equ~st for their aut~graphs. Neal Dow sent a postal card, Gen. Hancock ' 
enclosed his in an enveloFe and Gen. Garfield sent a package of written oards 
for distribution. The request reached Gen.- Weaver about the tiIne of the 
Alabama election and he has not been ' he~d f~om. 
Monticello schools enroll 200 boys and 190 girls. 
Principal Clendenen of Bement haS-prepared a new course for the high 
school. The first year is eighth year grammar school work and the remain~ng 
three years con-tain the usual high school studies with Latin option~. 
Co. Supt. Armstrong now conducts the "Educational" c<;>lumn of the Paxton 
Record. ' He invites his teachers ~o contribute short articles and they' respond. 
,At the September meeting of Decatur teachers Supt. Gastman called for . 
the'r.eading 9f the , WEEKLY'S late article on school superintendents • • The " 
hits of'th writer were well enjuyed by ali. , ~ , 
The Jer~e 'lie papers remark Prin. Pike's rotundity at the opening of the 
school year. 'Ell reason for bis robust health is he has made Decatur his 
sumlilel' resort' wlldC! writing on the forthcoming history of Macon CoMty. 
Paxton C;olIegiate and Normal Institute dedicated its new building Sept. 14 
"?Ve noticeJn the list of those who sang ,the name of Mrs. Dell S~ple, ne~ 
Cook. Nearly half a dozen speeches were made and the financial report wlis 
read. Messrs. 'Faylor and Brooks have furnished $2,500 and scholarships and 
donations have raised $2,800, leaving' an indebtedness of on~y $Z25. -
M , rJ:. L "E " i " n .. , •• I , .. ,. Utr ,,, !?~ull,q)ubllc ~cn~vls will Lhl. year 
./ 
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be one of the noted Helen Polter "Pleiades." When the company visit 
Illinois the "Sucker" school teachers can see with the noted school marm 
reader a school manll singer who is destined to become. noted. 
We have learned of institutes during the past vacation in fifty-five counties 
of Illinois. 
Peoria s~ool board not being officially notified disregarded the action of 
the hoard of health forbidding the schools to open before October. The scarlet 
ever is abating so that nobody objects greatly to the opening of the schools. 
0 •. S. Cook, the well known ' Chicago agent of ehas. Scribner's Sons, has 
. been nominated to represent Cook County's second senatorial district in the 
lower house of the state legislature. The towns of Lake and Hyde Park are 
in his parish and they could not do better than send him to represent them. 
Should he go to Springfield next winter, the schools would be sure of a 
I'friend at court." 
T. J. Vance is the new princ.ipal at Mackinaw, Tazewell Co. 
We take a few items from the report of the September meeting of Galesburg 
school board. Miss Emma A. Dunn, of the . High School, resigns to accept a 
place in Knox Academy.-The board adopt resolutions ofregret at the death 
of one of their teachers, Miss ~yrta P. Maclay. They rescinded aformer vote 
providing an extra teacher for music.-They vote to allow announcement in 
the schools of a private school for German. • 
Ottawa Township high school o pens with an enrollment of 195 pupils. 
Among the improvements ~f the · vacation are chairs for the assembly room 
and Napier malting for the corridors. 
WISCONSIN.-Extensive improvements are in process at the State Univer-
sity. An addItion is being constructed on the e~t of the Washburn Observ-
atory, as large as the original building, and of a similar style of architecture. 
It will contain Professor Watson's library a\ld computing instruments, while 
a reception room and a computing room will be the special featules. A sim-
ilar extension of the west end will be .constructed next year. A small obser-
vatory, purely for class instruction, has been erected across the carriage drive 
northeast of the main structure. Prof. Watson is erecting at his own ex-
ense, at the 'foot of the first slope in front of the entrance to the Washburn ~bservatory, the Watson Solar Observatory, a novelty in astronomical inves· 
tigation. This is upon the theory that stars can be seen.at noon-day from the 
bottom of a deep well. Of Ihis the Siale Journal says further: I, A c~lIar 
'twenty feet in depth has been sunk, below the surface of the ground, at the 
bottom of the slope; over this, a fine stone b~ilding is being erected. At the 
top of the hill, which is about sixty feet above the bottom of the cellar, pow-
rful reflectors are to be placed, to throw rays of light down a large tube 
e hich ends iii the cellar, where Ihe observer will be sta~ioned. This method 
:f mirror'reflection is an invention of the Professor'S, pure and simpl,e, and is 
the result of extended individual experiment. It is thought that by this 
means, which is in effect the same as gazing at the heavens through a tele-
scope located in the bottom of a well, observations of the sun and ils 'vicinity 
can be ~aken, better than ever heretofore obtained. This experim.ent of Prof. 
Watson's is entered into,. because of his strong desire to learn mure about 
the inter-Mercurial planet Vulcan, the e~istence of which he has no doubt 
of being particularly confirmed in his opinion by an observation made t~o y:ars ago, during the tota1 eclipse of the sun. ,If at all successful in his ex-
periment, the Profcssor will no doubt discover other planets in the 
neighborhood of the sun, whol1~ unknown ~o present astronomy. It will co~t, 
'exclusive of any instruments or tnternal fittmgs, nearly $3,000. 
Ira Buell, of Geneva, has gOl).e to Alabama, to teach in the Talladega ~ol-
lege. 
, Prof. Rockwood, of Whitewater, was advertised to speak at the Republi-
can wigwam in Milwaukee last Saturday night. 
Prof. J. H. Terry has been principal of the Mineral Point high school fo 
five or six years, and is more popular there to-day than ever. 
Prill. A. R. Sprague, of 'Black River Falls, this year deliver: the Annual 
Address at the Jackson county fair._' __ ' 
. MINNESOTA.-The St. Charles schools opened with 248 pupils. There are 
five tei!.chers, nan'tely: Prof. D. Stewart, Miss Landers, Miss Buck, Miss 
Clarkson, Miss Lathrop, Miss Sheldon. 
There were 1,239 pupils enrolled in the Winona public ~cbools the first 
week of this term , 85 of these were in the high school.. 
MICHIGAN.-The Mihtary Academy began ' its fourth .year Wednesd~y, 
Sept . IS . 82 cadets are enrolled .coming from eight states and from OntanQ. 
The plan . o~ ~he school IS aft"r ~~at of castern mll,ltal'Y .chools. The lDstruC-
, 
tion is thorough in English, the sciences, and the classics, so far as Pleparing 
for the leading colleges is necessary. The State University admits graduates 
from this school without further ex~mination. Eq>ecial attention is given 
to "the three R's." The teachers have all had experience in their work, and 
are up with the times in every way. The officers and instructors aTe: Su-
perintendent, Col. J . S. Rogers; Assistant Superintendent and Quarter Mas-
ter, Capt. R. Ca-tlin; Commander of Cadets, Lieut. G. R. Cecil, U. S. A.; In-
structors, W. H. Butts, F. E. Clark, W. H . Scott, H. T. Rice, C. G. Muller. 
\ 
The attendance at the Quincy high school e;6es beyond all precedent in that 
place; tbere are already 62 pupils enrolled, of whom 30 are non-residents. 
The editors of the University Chro1zicle have decided to appropriate a por- \ 
tion of their funds this year to the construction of a gymnasium for the stu-
dents. All alumni are urgently inVited to send in their subscriptions. Price, 
if paid before Dec. 15, $2.00. 
One hundred ladies took' part in school meeting at Manistee. 
Bay City !:ives a school ceJlsus of 5.411, being an 'increase ouer that of last 
year of 1,200. ' 
Grand Traverse College, at BenZOnia, has a new President in the person of 
Professor Maltby, Of Ohio. 
The Cheboygan schools enrolled 420 pupils the first day of the current 
term, against 350 at the beginning of last year, being an increase of 70. ' 
Marshall has reduced the course of study pursued in its schools (rom 13 
years to 12 years, making it thereby conform to the standard 2111Qing in the 
city schools of the state. 
Prof. Mitchell, of Saline, is to take the principalship of the Napoieon pub-
lic schools, at a salary of 1600 per year. 
400 pupils in tne L' Anse schools. C. H. T . Atwood is principal,assisted by 
p, R. McKernan, Miss Teckla Guck, Miss Ella Curtis, and Miss Annie Welsh. 
I. A. Bassett is principal at Michigamme. 
The Michiran Sc"ool Moderator is announced from Grand Rapids, The first number 
will appear about Oct, 4, To be published by the "Moderator Co," Further particulars 
are Dot yet known. Too much can not be written and pubbsbed in the cause of education~· 
If thIS coming journal can add impetus to the ,ood work, we say success to it. 
Prof. W. S. Webster is principal of the Union School at Ovid. He 'is doin& good work a t 
that place. 
, Prof. L C. Hull, principal of the Coldwater high school, availed h im.elfof the opPort u-
nity offered by a holiday in the schools, to visit the schools of Grand Rapids and Battl. 
Creek. Mr. Hull is one of the very best of the many good teachers sent out by the Un!-
.versity. 
, Prof. M. J. Whitney continues as Superintendent of schools at Hou&hton. Prof. E . M. 
Russellis superiniendent at Lake Linden. ... 
, Mr.E. T . Cur tis has entered ~pon'his ninth year a. superlntend"ntol schools at Calumet, 
with a corps of twenty-eilFht teacliers. C. E. Lowrey r emains iu char&e of the hi&her de-
partment. 
Frantz H. Coe,class of ' 79, University of Michi&an, is principal at Phoenix; HlSs Mc-
Naughton has charge of the intermepiate department. 
H . M. Slauson, University ' 77, is principal at Clifton. Miss E . L. Keeney, late "f Adrian 
public schools, has charge of the primary departmenl. 
The fo llowing graduates of the Normal School, class of 'So, have received "ppointments: 
C. T. Strawn, Plymouth; S . F . Stuff, Bellville; W. D . Clisbe, Birmingham; C. H. T. At:-
wood, L'Anse; J. N . Mead, Franklin, Minn.; M . W . Smith, Dowagiac; G. A. Shartan, 
Farmington; Blanche Cudworth, ManIstee; Carrie Calkins, White Hall; May Castle, Au-
. Sable . The highest salary ,paid to a gentleman i, $900; to a lady 8+30. 
Tiu Univtrsit,Y.-Minister J. B. Ana:ell is announced to have taken charge of th<:Ie&ation 
at Peking, Aug. 16.-From present indications there wi11 be. loo students in the dental de- - , 
partment thIS year. About . 65 aI-plied for admiSSIOn last week.-At the recent me~tin& of • 
the Board oCRegents, Regeut Van Riper was authorized to visit Chillicothe ' and ' ascer-
tain the facts In regard' to the bequest to the University, said to have been made ' by Mary 
Porter. May this be the torerunner of such a series onegacles as has made Princeton Col- • 
lege so' powerful. r . • 
Dr. Cocker is expected to return from Europe Oct . I. 
, Prof. M. McVicar; Ph, D " LL.D . , who has accepled the position 01 principal of the 
~ormal School, was cha irman of the .Executive Committee, for f879-8o, of the International 
Society for Investigating and Promoting the Science of Teaching. 
There Is a Kinderga rten school at Charlotte. 
At a late institute held m La Porte, Ind" Supt. H;ouseman, of Muskegon, lave lOme ex-
celleftt lectures in experimcntal sClcnce. The apparatus was of hiS own construction, inex-
pensive yet efficient . . Tlie lectures were extremely valuable: as s howing what ingenuity 
cando in the way of illustrative teachiD& with only the lacilitie. which the common sc!ioolS 
afforo.' 
Mr. E. L .. Briggs, t~e h ighly.succ<issful principal of the Ridgeway public school, has 
entered the University and will take the courses in the science and art of teaching with ad-
vanced work in mathematics and Latin. ' A worthy example for others to follow. Highei 
literary and professio!,al preparation on the part of teachers is the most impera tive dellljUld 
of. the public school system of Michigan'. 
Miss Mary B. Putnam, daughter of Prof. Daniel futnam of the Normal School, Ypsilallti 
'has been engaged to teach in the Battle Creek high school. . 
: Mr. Ernest Eggers, form~rly of East Saginaw, an.d Tecumseh, has charge ott"l'O French 
and four German classes in the Grand R apids hi&h school. Mr. Fc&ers 'is one of the rislD& 
teachers of the state: 
The A&ricnltural Colle&e has .64 atudcntl. 
) 
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OHIo.-From the Ohio Educational Monthly we learn of the following ap-
pointments: Crestline high school, J. H. Snyder; Monroe, J. P. Sharkey ; 
Peinberville, W. R. Barton; New Lisbon, G. W. Henry; Ashland, Emma 
.F. Potter; Bloomingburg, Roscoe Stinson; Hartford, James Leech; Plain 
· City, C. S. Wheaton; Van Wert, D. R. Boyd; Doylestown, W. H. Rowlen ; 
Mansfield,. Miss M. W. Sutherland; Loudonville, D. To~bert ; Glendale, R. 
· H. Whalen; Monr~eville, H. F. Derr; Delta, H. E. Blake; Napoleon, C. 
W . Williamson; West Liberty, P. W. Search. 
A somewhat nov~l teachers' institute was held in Chillicothe Sept. 6-10. 
It was composed entirely of wOlllen, save only Sup't Richardson and the ' 
Principal of the colored schools. The former ha4 secured a . grant from his 
School Board for a city institqte, and telegraphed to Mrs. Kate B. Ford, who, 
with her husband, Capt. H . A. Ford, had assisted in the county in~titute at 
three times, Chariton eleven times, Burlington five times, Toledo three times, 
Marshalltown once ; in all thirty-t wo times_ 
Other members of the University faculty were engaged in similar public 
work, which speaks well for them and the institution they represent. ' 
The Mt. Pleasant Frl!e Press grows enthusiastic over the excellent ·condi-
tion in which the editor found the schools under the the management of 
Principal Hunt, on the occasion of a recent visit. 
Mrs. T. F. M. Curry and two other teachers in the Davenport high school :... 
have petitioned the Board of Education for permission to read the Scriptures 
in school each morning, claiming that the Iowa code gives them the privilege., 
The University opens up splendidly. The Collegiate Department registers about eighty 
new students, and more are coming. This is as large a n enrollment as when the Prepara-
tory Department existed. The Freshman class now numbers sixty, aqd w:1I still be larger. 
" the, same place a few days before. She responded, and, with the distinguished 
Mrs. Delia L athrop Williams, now of the Wesleyan University at Delaware, 
'constituted the corps of instruction, Sup't R . giving an occasional , exercise. 
The institute was very well attended throughout, and wall considered highly 
At the last session of Ihe Iowa Conterence of the Methodist church an unusual degree of. 
enthusiasm was manifested in planning for the weliareofthe I. W. U. Rev. J . T. Simmon. 
as agent reported that during the last year between eleven and twelve thousana dollars 
had been secured to add to the endowment of the university. He was conti~ued as agent 
for the comlRg year and instructed to work for ten thousand dollars for the chair of didac-
tics. There is going to be quite a general recognition of the present flourIshing and very 
promising condition of the college.-Mt. Pieasant Free Press. _ interesting and profitable. 
Professor and Mrs. E. M. Avery, also of Cleveland, form<:rly of the city 
N ormal School, conducted for four wee-ks the annual institute in Ashtabul~ OPINION S OF EDUCATORS. 
county, and so highly ple~sed the teachers and community of Jefferson, where EDUCATION OF THE TEACHER.-Viewed in the light of what is required 
the meeting was held, that they were engaged for next year. ,They were also at 'the hands of the teacher, his profusio'l,al education includes: , 
I. A ' special training' in those branches of science which he expects to engaged at the Gallia county institute, in Gallipolis, the last week in Au-
gust. ' teach, together with such other subjects as have a d irect bearing upon them, 
. The enrollment at Co~umbus for the first week of the present yeall 'is 6.434 and a knowledge of which would increase his professional skill. . 
• against 6,157 for the corresp,on,ding, week of last ye,ar-an in!=1'ease of 277: . 2. A careful study of those subjects which underlie the science of education 
Superintendent Stevenson holds graae meeqngs at ' his office at the close of and is likely study of the science itself. ., 
each day's session, Beginning with tlie teachers of the lowest primary grade. 3· A study of the art of , teaching in its relation to the science of education, 
A Saturday Normal will also be regularly held at the high school, as soon as proved by actual, training in the school of practice. 
necessary changes in the several classes of the school have been made. To secure an intelligent training in anyone of these three lines of culture 
· The Educational Monthly for September contains the transactions with from the very nature ,of the case, requires instruction in subject-~atter. T~ 
essays and addresses in full, of the State Teachers' Association at Chaut~lolqua accomplish the desired end otherwise is out ·of the question .-G. L. Osborn/! 
last July. They make a pamphlet of more than usual interest and value. A GRADED SCHOOL.-A Graded School is one which employs two or Iriore 
Mr. Jas. Burrier, for the past three ye:'rs superintenden~ of the schools at Hanover, has teachers in the. same school, during the whole or part of the school year. A 
g!lne to Boston to spend the coming year in hopes of regaining his health. school which empl~ys ' but one teacher, though his schcilars may be 'strictly 
Mr. T. J. Sanders remains for the third year in charge of the schools at Edon,WiIliams Co. graded, and though he adheres to the same course of stUdy that the other 
Mr. Sanders is one of the leading men In his profession, in the north-west part of the state. 
Mr. W. A. Saunders. of Camden, Mich., is superintendent of the schools at Montpelier, schools of the system follow, is, in the eye of the law, an Ungraded school. 
Williams Co. But a high-school which receives the graduates of other schools of ·the 
- Mr. Arthur Powell, of the class of ' So, Oberlin, was elected superintendent of the schools same system, if it be classed as a separate schpol at all, though it em'ploys 
. '~t St. Paris on the one hundred and seventy-eighth ballot. ' . 
, Mr. A. J . Potter, of the last class, Michigan University, is principal of the grammar school, but one' teacher, and though it has no well-defined course of study, shoula be 
Worthin~ton . . - , designatl!d as a Graded School.-Supt. W. W. Spetr. 
Miss 'A. V. Johnston, of 'So, O. C. N. S., takes charge of the intermediate room of the -THE SCIENCE OF TEACHING.-While there is evidence of a general improve_ Worthington schools, in place of MIss Parks, who resigped for a better place,in Delaware. 
Mr. Wm_ H. Tibbals, for the past year Instructor of mathematics and languages in the ment in the study of the science of teaching, I mus\ frankly state th~t some 
Ohio Central Normal School, was invited to take the superintendency or the public schools Or the,schools ' do not yet seem' to have passed that low stage in this depart-
- ,. ~:~;t~lngton for the coming year. He accepted. and entered upon his new duties Sep- ment of instruction where opinions 'are given ior principles, and lo'ose' popular 
·Mrs. Ahce Woodward, of Paris, Ky., becoalea _of the teachers in the OhIO Central lectures take the place of rigiC, sy.tematic inqinry into fundamentals. No 
- Normal Scbool. " " , one, should undertake to teach the science of teaching, who can not devote 
MJ:. Fred. Anderegg, of So, O. C. N. 5., tab:s charp 01 Ibe sChools at Ragersville; and , 
Mr. L. D. Ellis, of the schools in a district a ~ew miles louih of Columbus. 
Miss Mary Case, for a .number of y,ears teacher of 'lirawing.:in Ibe O. C. N.,S., haa;gone 
to Ann Arbor to enter the University. 
'1?e' friends of Oberlin will rejoice to know that she enters u~n this y'ear #!h,.exceediugly 
cheering' prospects. On the '30th of June, the,last of the pledges for ' theJ'so,oooaddition 
to her endowment, were secured. . 
_ I The following resolutions were passed at the recent meeting of the Ohio .1eachers' Asso-
ciation: . 
-BuD/v<d, That this Association regards the establishment of a thorough system of pro. 
fessionaI. instruc(Jon and training (or the teachers of Ohio as 01 the very first importance; 
and that this system should be commensurate to the wants Of the schools, and the dignity 
of the profe~s i on. . " ., 
BUD/v<d, That there be a committee 01 five leading teach<l'S.or superintendellts appointed 
by this Association . whose duty it shall be to present a plan lor institute and normal school 
wor'l<, that they use all laudable efforts to secure an Immetliate recognition 01 these eduel.-
tional claims in our next ~eral assembly, and that they eniist the sympathy and co opera- . 
.tio!' 01 local a~socl~tions, ards of ~ducatiQn, and pe<;>ple generally, in hehalf of this meas-
ure. 
BUDZV.tI, That the State School Commissioner he chairman of this committee, and tha.t 
the tollowing named persons constitute the other members; Hon. T. W. Harvey, of 
. Pain .. ville, Ohio; Dr. Samuel Findley; Akron, 0hio; ElT. John Hancock, Daylon, Ohio; 
.1iiid Dr. E. 17. Tappan, Gatt!bier, Oliio. . 
~ -IoWA~-The opening df tIle public Scho~1s of Columbus Junction was post-
tioned two week oli account of the p,i evaience or' diphtberia. ' , 
,F- , 1 , 
. - Charles N. Hunl is the new principal at Onawa; salary, '1 ;200. 
, The Iowa City Rtpublicqn is made'iDt~estit:Jg to te~~he~ ~ the excellent 
-editing of the Educational and Liter~ l>eparWrent, by,Prof. L. F. Parker: 
• 'Pres. Picka'rd lectured during va,catio"n' b"fore the state institutes of Mont-
, gomeD'. Page, Taylor, Sc\>tt; Cedl!r, Br~~~~,~dI.J,ohqS?n counties. , . ,. ' 
" / ProC~r Fellows · lectured in bskalQOSa ,twi"ce, Wapello. twice, Knoxville 
. , , 
-, 
; 
.. ",' 
. 
-, 
hi:; whole time to it, who is not weH acquainted with the systems of education ' 
and their history, who is not thoroughly versed in the philosophy of the . 
human mind and man as a whole in all his relations, and who has not m;de ' 
a special study of child-growth from the cradle upwards. 
-Hon. y. P. Wickersham. , 
GOVERNMl!NT AID FOR EDVCATioN.-I have a hobby which I have talked 
on ?f late, that in this period of universal prosperity, with the most prosperous 
government on the globe, we might inaugurate a new policy on one important 
subject. Iowa need be told as little as any state that knowledge is power. 
Where universal suffrage prevails there must be universal education. But 
wb'Y ,say this to Iowa, because this country is illl tied together, and the 
ignorance of one section is detrimental, or perhaps even dangerous, to the 
others. There should be everywhere fr~e schools that will fit every man to 
vote. Mere voters are simply powder and ball fpr demagogues. Let means 
of education be provided by the General Government. You say why sliall 
not Maine and Georgia take c~e of their own education~ matters and 'Dot 
put it on us? This has some force as an argument, but there is another side. 
, There is much for the General. Government to do before some of the states 
can educate themselves. The 'people who have never known ·the benefits of 
educatio'l are those who ne,ver will until it is brought to their doors. Some 
sections of the country never had any education. We have cast on th'e 
colored people of the Soilth the duty of cititenship, and we can't complete 
that great work until we give them the me;lns of .becoming educated. , 
, .• : -Prl!SitJmt 'E[ayu. ' -
--
, , 
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THE OLD, OLD STOR Y. 
ALFRED HE~NEQUIN,M. A., University of Michigan. 
Let us not be Germans, but, believe me, let us give thetr educa-
tional systems serious consideration."-GAMBETTA, (Cherbourg 
Speech). 
THERE is considerable truth in the very common saying that , "it was the German school-master who defeated the French 
armies in the war of 1870." And so thoro~ghly do the Germans 
believe in this, that educational questions are receiving just now, 
in Germany, greater attention than ever, "in view of a possible 
attack from over the Rhine, or from some ot~<:r quarter." The 
latter portion of this quotation must refer to Prussia, seeing that . 
the s.tudy of tpe Pruss ian tongue has just been introduced in the 
German public schools. This will make Jour modern languages 
taught, at one time, to mere Children, in addition to Latin and 
Greek. The German scholar enters th~ gymnasium-our hIgh-
school-at the age of twelve, having already studied the ancient 
languages two years. If we believe in classical training, we must 
admit that the German scholar is, in that respect at least, two . 
years ahead of our A:merican boys and girl~. He begi?s the study ' 
of French and EnglIsh the ·first year. of hIS gymnasIUm course, ' 
and pursues this study for a pf riod of six years, merely as a col-
lege-preparatory cour8e. Meantime the study of the mother 
tongue is receiving the greatest attention, and is pursued not . 
only. practically, for purprJses of every-day-life; but also philolog-. 
ically. Ii we compare our high school courses in forei~n lan-
guages with those of the German gymnasium, we must again admit , 
-that the German scholar is at least jive years in adva!lce of our 
A,uerican scholars; and as a student of his 'own mother tongue, 
it is conceded by all that he is far more thorough than most of 
oUI college graduates in theirs. 
Why this e.xtensive stud( of languages, both ancient and mod-
em? Merely because experience has proven that more practIcal 
advantages can be derived by the student, without any.·further 
help from school or teacher, when once he has mastered four or 
nve langUages, than with a little oj this or of that, as proves to be 
the case in most of our academies and high schools. And yet, 
however plain these same advantages must appear to us in this 
country, if we only take the trouble to loo~ about us, we do not 
pay, any consideiable attention,-wVh on~ or two exceptions,-
to 1his impo1'tant study, not much more so In our colleges than we 
do in our schools. The' English lang-uage we pretend to study 
several years; but a high school graduate knows little or nothing 
of the language, aside from some practical knowledge obtained 
as much, if not more, at home than in the school. How much 
does a high school graduate know of tne word-formati~n i~ the 
English language? How many understand, and can apply the 
:.. simple theories given in Swinton's "Wort;! An.al~sis?" As for 
the actual historicai' grammar of the language, It IS a dead letter 
to most of our American students, whether graduates. from our 
high schools or from the majority of our college,S. 
in this-country Latin is studied four .years, in Germany eight; 
Greek ,two or three .years, in Germany six; French O~E year, in 
<Germany six; German ONE year, in Germany EnglIsh SIX;-
11 the above merely for college prepantion. Should the scholar 
:nte,r a Univ<!rsity, the same languages can be studied three or 
four years longer. . . . . . . , ' 
]t IS a fa,ct that modern languages are In d'Isrepute In thIS coun-
_try, but I am inclined to believe that it is m'~rely ~ecause they 
are not faught in a pI:ofessional manner. No Qne WIll deny that 
.a: 'd0ctor; for instance, in ~ities .crowd_~d with st:tangers, as Chic-
. " 
" , , '/ ~. 
.. 
, ' 
ago is, would have far better chances of success, were he to speak 
Germa~ and Swedish. But wher~ is the American scholar to 
learn these languages? It will certainly not be in the one year's 
course in the high school. 
But why enlarge on this point? It is the old, old story. When 
the absolute need of foreign bnguages will have made itself felt 
in this country, then, and then only will they occupy the rank 
they deserve in our schools and colleges-"qui vivra verra.'" 
WORK FOR THE WEEKL Y. 
Any subscriber whose name is on our list, by sending in the 
names of two or more new subscribers, or renewals, with the 
money, may obtain any book or books for himself or his school, -
in proportion to the amount of money sent. 
We do not give premiums in money. 
We do not gIve premiums to new subScribers. 
We do not give premiums for an order containing less than 
$4,00. ' I 
. It is not' necessary that the subscribers should all have the same 
. ~ ' ... 
., 
post-office address. 
It is ~ot necessary .that the whole list should be sent in at' onee. "-
It is not neces~ary to order your premium till you have obtain-
ed the last subscriber possible. 
The books may be. selected from any catalog. They wil~ be 
sent hy mail or express . 
. All charges for transp~rtation must oe p~id by the one order-
ing. ~-
If the books cost more than the premium offered, send th:e 
balance .in cash. 
Always mention in your letter that you are working for a _. 
premi:.:m, and 'lfe will give you proper credlt. 
If yo'u .prefer other periodic~ls, maps, charts, apparatus, or any' 
article of school merchandise instead of boo)cs, they will be 
sent on the same terms ,as .the booles. 
, For subscriptions am~linting to $4.00 we will send books worth 
$1.33· . 
Fer subscriptions amounting to ,,6.00~we will send books worth 
$2.00. 
For subscriptions amo~ting .to $10 00 we Will send books 
worth $3.3'3. . 
. For SUbscriptions amounting to $15.00 we will send books worth 
$5:00. , 
For subscriptions amounting to any sum, we will send bo'oks 
worth one-third the amount of money. sent . 
. ,T~e following select list is specially recommende~ to teacher!!, 
though any other books may be ordered. 
Wedgwood's Topical' Analysis,-C mmon School Branches, 
Grube's Method of Teaching Primary Arithmetic, . 
The Common School Question Book, - for teachers' use, 
Lancaster School Mottoes-12 cards, 30 mottoes, 
Recitation and' Report Card Combined-per 100 
Wickershat:n's School Ec;onomy, 1.50 
WickersbaJil's Methods of Instruction, '1.75 
Primary Fridays, .25 '. 
. , 
The School, room Song Budget, .---- '5-' 
Lippincott's Gazetteer, . ~ 10.00 , 
Monthly Report Cards-per 100, .59 
.' s. R: WINCHELL & CO., C~i~'ago. " \ 
Educational Publi~hers. Booksc!Iiers, ~nd ~nters. 
-A. ~etroit boy, propoundS the 'awful quelj: "Which had you 'rather do ' . 
be eaten up by a tiger, o~ have all the maple sugar you can swaI.\er·?" 
. .1.Aft,er a sharp flash of, lightning, tlieothe~ day, a littiefive-'year-oldEUeJ't" . 
Vt., boy looked up' to li:is Dfother and said: ·~M8mma. I ia •• ~ 1ICmtcMtl. . 
pretty"big matCb that tim~ .. don!t 'yon?'" ' • -' 
... -:::-.. 
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S. S. HALDEMAN, A. M.; LL. D. 
THE sudden death of this d,istinguished scientist and scholar, at his home in Chickies, Pa., September 10, sent a thrill through the hearts of all 
his comrades throughout the country. Only a few days before he had return. 
ed home from attending the annual meeting of the American Associat49n for 
the Advancement uf Science, in Boston. His death was caused by an affec· 
tion of the heart . 
, Pr~fessor Haldeman was born in 1812, and was therefore 68 years of age. 
While a boy he turned his attention to natural history, and collected a little 
museum of shelh, minerals, birds, animals, etc. ' He entered Dickinson Col-
lege and there devoted 'particular attention to the study of geology, In 1836 
he was chosen an assistant in the New Jersey Geological Survey, and the fol-
lowing year held a similar office in .Pennsylvania, anel prepared a report on 
the geology of a section of ,that state, which was published in 1837, While 
, engaged in this occupation he discovered the scolitnus linearis, the oldest fos-
sil then known. In 1851 he bec'lIqe Professor of Natur~l History in the 
University of. Pennsylvania, in 1855 in Del~ware College, Ecting also _as a 
Professor of Geology and Chemistry in. the State Agricultural College, and 
subsequently he became Professor Of Comparative Philology .in the :first named 
institution, when that chair was first established, and filled It continuously up 
, to the. time of hiS death. ' 
During his life he published many ,,:orks, the first being on "Fresh Water , 
Univalve Mollusca," in 184'0, now out of print; the book is very valuable-
the last copy sold bringing thirty dollars. In 1842 he . publiShed "Zoological 
Contributions;" in 1847 a work on' the "Genus Leptoxis,'! in French, while 
on a' visit to ,Paris; inCJ849' lie issued .his ' fust philological work, entitled 
"Some Points in, Linguistic Ethnology," .and from that date he became recog- , 
nized in the scieJltific wOfld as _one p{ '~e l~llding philologists not only of this 
~Country, liut of the world. Tn 1850 he published a wOl;k entitled "Zoology 
-of the Invertebrate Animals"; in 18Sl, "Elements of Latin Pronunciation"; 
in 1'lls'S he edited "Taylor's Statistics10f Coa:i"; in 18~6 ' a 'work on th'e "Re-
~ •• lations of the Enj1:lish and 'Chinese Languages"; in 1864 he Issued a work on 
,the ga~e of chess, under the title, "Tours' of a Chess Knight"; in 1868 the 
"Rhymes of the Poets"; under the nom de plume of "Felix Ago"; in 1871 he 
issued a work on "Affixes to English Words", and in 18n his last work, en-
titled "Outiines of English EtYI~1010gy;'. , , , 
Professor Haldeman left in manuscript a work-bn "Word Building", w\lich 
is ready for the printer; a work on "English Prosody"; a mock heroic poem 
entitled "Rat and River-a Tale of the Ohio"; and another poem of the same 
kind en titled "Flight of the Fishes".. , " . 
In addition to these ~orks he has' contri,bufed probably a hundred and fifty 
papers on various scientific subjects, which have 'been published in the Pro-
ceedings of the American ~ociation for the Advancement of Science, the 
American Philosophical Society, A~erican Philological Association, Academy ' 
o(Natural Sciences, and :many other Ij:arned societies of-which he was a 
member. Our readers will' rememhe,r the ,critical article· furnished' the ' col-
umns of the WEEKLY by him lilslspring on the subject of L(ltin Pronuncia-
-tioil. 
Professor Haldeman was the first editor of the Pennsylvania Farmers' 
Journal, a contributor to Silliman's Journal, the Iconographic Encyclopedia, 
the'Literary World, and ,7onnson':r Cycloji'edia. To the latter he contributed 
many of its most valuable articles" among them ,those on Metre, ,Norman 
French, PartiCiple, Particle, Pennsylvani,a :Dutch, Pronunci~tion of GJ,:eek, 
Pronunciation of Latin, Prosody, Quantity, Rhyme"Rhythm, ,Koman Arith, 
JJ)etic, Scotticisms, Verb, Vowel, Word. ' Il~ 'w:as the author of two or three , 
manuals of orthography, pronunciation, and etymology, and his treatise on 
"A,nalytical Orthography", consi~ting o~ invC;Stigations into the philosophy of 
lat)guage, secured for him in 1858 the highest Treve'tyan prize over eighteen 
,c~~petitoI;s. He also wrote the zoological portion of T~ego's "Geography 
bf' Pennsylvania" (1843) and Rupp's "History of ,Lal!caster County" (1844). 
" He was' held in high ~eteem by s~ientific men in all parts of the world, and 
;"'as a member of all the leading societies, in, this country and in Europe. He 
was. also an ardent advocate of th~ reform in llJIelling, and was vice president 
9(. the national association having that object in view. '. 
o , 
_ In 187°, the, New York Tribune, in its repW't of the meeting of'the Amer-
, _ , iean Association for the 4-dvancemeJlt of,Sciepce, divided those in attendance 
into,live c\;lsses, and placed Professor., Haldeman in the fitst class with the 
r - lat e'--distingilisbed :Ag~iz and others of equal eminenc; . It , says, 'S-The first 
'" cl~ ~onsists of acute, profound, and professionaJ scientists, of which Prof. 
4 gassiz, T. Sterry ~unt, ,~d S. S. HJlldeman are r~pr(e.enta~ive examples. ' 
. :they lI!e au!hors ••••• ' They are travelers" explorers, and men, relying 
-upon person,ilobserv~tion." -:'" , 
" 
The Marietta (Pa.) Times. from which we have gathered the above facts-; 
says further respecting him: , 
"Those who will miss 'him most, outside of his Immediate family, are hun-
dreds of persons interested.in scientific matters, who appealed to him for ,in-
formation; which he always gave willingly and cheerfully, He ,:"as ~onstant!y, 
receiving letters of inquity, in regard to matters the who.le s.c~entJfic wox:ld 
knew he was familiar with, and gave as cheerfully to the mqumng student as 
to his peers in knowledge; It can be said of .him that his scientific work em-
braced more branche~ than that of almost any of the eminent scholars 
of the day, and he was never satisfied with merely acquiring the 
knowledge others befo~e him had dis~overed, but ·he was ~ discove.rer 
and an explorer himself, and gave to mankind a vast amount of information 
which they knew not before. Prof. Haldeman's name will always live, and 
his ·works will be appreciated for ages to come. •. . .• His private life was 
spotless, and his character was without stain. Possessed of ample: m~ans .. he _ 
' lived in a modest way under the shadow of the great rock at Chlckies" con-
stantly doing good .• .' . •. He was a kind husband, and at,t . affectiona~e 
father, and th,e hundreds of the poor and needy who are the recIpients of hiS 
bounty will remember him, with a host of friends, for his many deeds of mer-
cy and genial manner. " " 
LIVE, LIVE IN TO-DA Y. 
The past is behind you, its victories won; 
The future before you, its triumphs to come; 
The present is here to enjoy while you may; 
Let this be your motto: ,cLive, live in to-day," 
If the past had its burdens. why, just let them go; 
Why care if the future bring sorrow or woe? 
Don't fret in the present, be happy and gay, 
And sing with !I- light heart, "Live, live in to.day." 
The present may have its,own weight of care, ' 
But there's One who has promised your burdens to bear; 
Think not of yourself, but do good while you may, 
And show others 'tis ,best to "Live, live in to.day." 
Who knows if the future ,holds laughter or tears ? 
What though in the past you've wasted the yf'ars .? 
You still have the present, work, work then I say, 
'Tis better by tar to "'Live, live in to·day." 
_ The past may affright-you with darkness and gloom; 
The future may promise you great good to come, 
,But the present is yours; in its sunbeams bright ray, 
Enjoy every moment, "Live, live in ~o-day." 
} 
I r 
. -, 
-The Eastern question loses none of its ,interest by the continued - post· 
ponement of decisive action on the part of either -the Porte or the Powers. 
The Albanians are entrenched at Dulcigno and 80 far seem to be masters df 
the situation. The international fleet lies quietly by, consisting of 20 vessels, 
manned \>y 7,300 men, and carrymg 136 guns. Risa Pasha, the Turkish com;. 
mander, is ~aid to have private 'orders to resist Montenegrin occupation of 
D_ulcigno, though at 'the same time it is left entirely to ' his discretion whetlJ.er 
or not to prevent the Albanians from interfering. The foreign consuls at 
Scutarl and Dulcigno have been warhed to remove their families to a place of 
safety: The naval 'demonstration is now postponed till the Christians can leave 
Dulcigno, as a massacre is feared. The'Sultan now insists on the Powers simul-
tapeo.usly recognizing a new frontier line from Lake Scutari to Dinosch 
before Dulcigno is surrendered. A combined blockade of the DardanelJes 
by the Powers is threatened. , , 
-The political cllmpaign in this country is every week increasing in inter. 
e,st. The reverse of the first announcement ()f the vote in Maine has fired the 
Democrats and encouraged their opponents, who are now acknowledged 
victors in the contest for. go~ernor. by a majority of about 200, They -also 
have ~ majority of the legislature; ' The struggle is now in Indiana, and each' . 
party is e~rting its best energies to win. In Maine, however, the returns are -
so uncertain, the reports by mail differing somewhat from those sent by tele-
graph, that both parties claim the vict0ry, and will continue to do so till 
January, w)Jen the Legislature will meet and the official returns will be 
opened. This will prolong the discussion till after the November election, 
which will probably settle the dispute beyond question. • 
, -M. O. Grimm, in studing the organs of sense of the animals (Cnlstauans) 
which inhabit. great depths 'in the Caspian Sea, has '!)b5erved that 'sevel'lllof 
!hem have well developed organs of Sight. This seems to show that the light , 
IS not completely absorbed, even at great depths. By the side of these ani- " 
mals wit~ .I!:ood eyes, he has also found at the same depths many species whose 
eyes are extinguished, and in these species he has observed that other organs 
of sense have received ~a grbater developm~nt. Such is the case with the gen-
, era Niphatgus and Onesimus. Both have only rudimental eyes, but whil!!: 
Niphargus has well develope.d organs of sm~ll and' touch in i~ antennre, in 
Onesimus only. organs of touch are to be found on its jaws. This, according 
to M. Grimm, is because NiphargiIs usually remains In water, while. Onesi-
mus likes to stay in the mud,at the bottom, and dig around' for,its.food llke,a 
m~ , _ _ 
, -
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Notes. 
-Prof. S. S. Hamill will travel for the winter in the eastern states . . 
-G. W. Hoss has been engaged to give instruction in elocution in the 
Normal School at Emporia. 
-H. B. Jacobs enters upon his eighth year as superintendent of the pub-
lic schools of New Albany, Ind . . 
_HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE is more convenient for making "lemon-
ade" than lemons or limes, and is healthier than either. 
_ Jifterson Davis will complete his "History of the Civil War in America" 
this fall. 
-County Superintendent Whitehead, 01 Perry county, Ind., has decided to 
grade the schools of his county, also County Superintendent J. W. Nourse, 
of Spencer county. 
_Professor A. H. Sabin, of the Ripon (WiS.) College, succeeds Professor 
Ge~rge A; ::imyth in the Chair of Chemistry and Physics at the University of 
Vermont. 
_Samuel Stehman Haldeman, A. M. , the distinguished professor of com· 
parative philology in the University of Pennsylvania, died at his home in . 
Chickies, Lancaster county, on Friday evening, Sept. :0, aged 68 years. 
-This happened in a primary school. Examination in . geography was 
prog;essing"and the teacher asked: "What are the three grand divisions 1" 
, The answer came promptly from a wee bit of a boy: "Water, ground, and 
grass." . . . . . . 
_Father: "Charley, I see no Improvement m your marks." Charley: 
' ''Yes, papa; it is high time that you had a serious talk wi th the teacher, or 
else he'll keep on that way forever." . 
"My son," said a stern father, "do you know the reason I am going to whip 
you 1" "Yes," replied the hopeful, "I suppose it's because · you're bigger 
than, I am." , 
_The shipment of live stock from the United States to Europe, which was 
pegun a few years ago as an experiment, has been so successiul that it now 
exceeds the shipment of dressed meats. Last year~ .r05.32,fhead of cattle 
were.sent over, and so far this year lI8,000 head have been sent, amounting 
in vaIue .to nearly $35,000,000. , 
, _Charles A. Dana. editor of the New York Sun, recently spent about 
$3,000 in die construc~on of a cave for the cultivation of mushroo~s. He 
has employed a professlOnal mushroom-grower to take charge of it. . 
_Prof. M. C. Connelly, for seven years principal of the Petersburg, N. Y., _ 
public schools, has resigned, ~nd ree?teICed. the legal proression. , Professor 
Connelly is one of the best teachers m the state, and the profession has lost 
one of its most earnest worli-ers. He is succeeded by H. t. Andrews of Pana. 
-A Sunday·School teacher asked a bright four· year old. "Who made 
. you 1" "Dod," replied the cherub. '.'What did ~e make you out of ?" con-
tinued the teacher. , "Yoses and vi'lets," lisped the little sunbeam. The 
teacher said, "Oh, no, little girl, he Jl!-ade you of the dust of the earth." The 
innocent meditated one moment, then looking up, said, "I des I don't be'ieve 
you. tause when I get in my baf tub why don't I tome to pieces den 1" 
_The "puzzle of fifteen" is attracting the attention of scientific men in 
Europe. Prof. Tait has . sent a note upon it to th~ Royal Society of Edin-
burgh, in which he has given a rule for ascertaining whether a particular ar-
rangement admits of a, solution or not. The French scientific journal, La 
Nature, gives two i~ustrations of it, and discusses the subject of magic squares 
in general in connection with it. Another French scientific journal, La Revue, 
Sdentijique, devotes a long article to)he . discussion of the "ring puzzle," in 
which many ~urious mathematical properties an: brought out. 
",--Prof. H. Fritz has an article in Petermann;'s Mitthei(ungen on the varia-
tion in the quantity of water of the various continents. He does not think 
here is any reason for believing that any thing like a permanent decrease of 
th~ ~olume of water in rivers has )aken place; but tgat this volume is subject 
to v~riations, which, when grouped in periods of about ten years, are seen to 
be wonderfully regular. He gives, for example, the years 1804, 1816, 1829, 
_ 183'7i~ 1848, ~860, 1871, as years of wate ~ maXima, and notes" as, at least, a 
coincidence, that these were years of maxImum' sun-spots. 
_Rrofessor Tohn Trowbridge, of Harvard 'University, believes that it is 
po&&ible 'to telegraph across the ocean without a cable. For this he would 
plant a powerful -dynamo-electric mac~ine in Nova Scotia, and another in 
Florida, with a conaucting wire connecting them, and a similar pair in Fran.ce, 
by. means of which, with a telephone of low resistance, the Morse si~nals sent 
from NoVa Scotia to Florida could be heald- in France. Th eoretically, 'he 
ay,s, this is Posslble:but practically, with' the light of our pr~sent knowledge, 
the expenditure of energy on the dynamo.electric engines would seem to btl 
enormous. 
-The preliminary excavation for the proposed t~nilel ' under the Englisn 
Channel are being acti vely pusbed forward at Saugatte, near Calais, and bor • 
ings have bee'n begun on the English side. ' The chalk of which the cliffs 
and the bottom of the Channel are composed is believed to present a substance 
excellently adapted for the perforation of the tunnel. Tne shaft at Saugatte 
is already nearly two hundred feet deep,'ot one hundred and thirty feet below 
high-water mark, and intend'ed'to be pushed t~ a depth of three hundred feet, 
when a gallery will be' t\\rned toward Eng nnd. So far the progress of the 
work and the indications..have, been very satisfaAtory. 
'-Boston is the literary capital of. America. We all feel proud of Boston. 
And Boston glories in its own greatness. Last Frida.y .Boston celebrated the 
250th Anniversary of its existence. And a great time the Bostonians had of 
it. And so did all New England. None of the nice people were tpo nice, 
to parti~ipate in the proce&sion, the concert' m the Common, or the literary 
exercises. All honor to Boston, and the ,culture .of her citizens. -America 
could not be America without her. Ev~n England recognizes her glQry. 
There is a Boston in Lincolnsbire, ... where John Cotton was for twenty years 
Vicar. The bells of the parish church of this British Boston were also rimg 
in honor of the 250 anniversary of our Boston. Vive la BOSt01JI 
-"The Passion Play," a lheorelicaf representation qf the last days of Jesus 
Christ on earth, will be produced at Booth's Theatre, Dec. 6, under the man-
agement of Henry E. Abbey. This wi\l be the first production in New York-
of a play bearing on this subject, and the second in America. The first rep-
resentation was given in San Francisco, Cal., several months ago. It produced 
a profuund impression, and was the cause of ml,lch heated discussion. The 
, play ran five weeks, and was then taken off the stage by its auth<lr, Salmon 
P. Morse. Thomas Maguire, manager of the Cahfornia Theater, produced 
it three months afterward. The con'troversy then became-so bitter that the 
authorities, fearing an outbreak of the peace, put a stop to the performances. 
This is the same play which is soon 'to,pe,produced in New York •. 
-)/'Ie confess that even the ~o~ers of the monthly m~zines become deal' 
to us, and we welcome their familiar-yes-faces, as we would imy other dear 
friend . . Harper's Magazine is ~Iways one of the earliest, and in some respects 
the most enjoyable. The fine victures it contains are alon~ worth the y,earlr 
subscription. The October number is particularly good. There isn't an ar-
ticle or story that ~e feel like skipping except "Wliite Wings.; A Yachting 
~omknce," which we confess seems rather tediQus. But then, Mr. Black is so 
well known as a noyel writer an"- so universally ad.mired,. that. he and the 
p.ditor wi\l probably survive if we don't admire this particular story. Teachers. 
in grammar school grades will find here ~any suggestions. For·the geography 
class, read, if you hav.e time, or condense if you havn't, "The Ascent of Fu" 
jiyama," by C. F. Gordon-C~mniihg, and see if it doesn't infuse new hfe lnto ' 
the class. If teaching natural history, nothing could be better to show the 
value of the study than "Reqliniscences of John James Audubon," by Thos 
Brewer, or if YO'u wish to,be practical, call attention to .the progress made i~ 
bee culture as shown by', Mrs. M. Howl,and. Morning exercises might often 
be brightened and' mad,e so interesting 'that tardiness would be at a discount 
by cullings.from the "Editor's Easy Chair" or "Drawer." The "Metropoli~ 
of the Prairies" i~ an ;?Cc~edingLy interesting article 'on <;:hicago, with twe~ty­
two i11ustrations. Real, hve, teaehers will find something valuable even for 
practical use in every number, and the pictures c;an be made especially useful ' 
in bringing distant places nearer, a!ld' making .tliingS and plans studied about " 
seem more real • . 
-A type of the Irish schoolmaster may be found in the life of Professor 
Isaac Sams, a sketch of whose career has recently been written by Henry S 
Doggett and published by Peter 6 . . 'iFhpmson, Cincinnati. In soqthel'n 0hi~ 
Prof. Sams was known as a teacher of more tlian .ordinary intelligence and ' 
intellectual force: He was of English birth, Irisll training, and naval expe~ 
rienc~ in early life. In 1818 he came to J\merica, and bi:ught a private school 
in Maryland for several years. A'fterward,he entered u'pon a very promising 
career as teache,' in Brooklyn, N. 'Y t, but his h-ealth failing he removed to 
Hillsboro, Ohio, and engaged in farming. He became soon identified with 
the educatioilal interests of that villag.e and county, and also in many matters 
of a more genera.l~ and per~anent interest. Through his influence in 1840 
was forme4 the Hlghland,County Teachers' Association, which has continued 
,in activity an~ usefulness to the preSent day. He was lilso instnimental 'in 
having the firSt . teachers' instit'ute held in that county in 1853. He was tIle ~ 
first to sug_ges~ th~ state schoOl library law, was>president 6f the State T~ch­
ers" ,Association i~ 'I&S'J!. an.,d took.an acti.ve part in the establisllment of, 'the 
0"'0 Journal of Education. , The book will Jle sent by; mail for one doJ.lii.> 
, , 
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TEl:E 
CHICKERING 
PIANO, 
Tun VICTOR WA~lfr~~~TY~T~RE~ fYE1~~ lIB the ACKNOWLEDGED STAND-
ARI.' o r l he WORLD-being copIed not only by the makers 
of thIs country, but of Europe-wilt 6, offered duri"c tit. 
fru,,,t conditiolts of trade at . 
Greatly Beduced Prices. 
mE HIGHEST AWARDS ~~:li~;:i 
Worl,l's Fair in London, 1851 ; at the Great Expo-
sition in Paris. 1867 ; at the International Exposi-
tlon in Chili, 1875; and at the' grand CENTENNIAL 
EXHIBITION in PhIJJ\delphia, 1876 .. 
. All p· rson .. w ~hi g to purchase (or ~za",i"e) Illstna· 
menL"I are respectfully urvited to V1S~t our Warerooms. . 
CHICKERING & SONS, 
. CHICKERING HALL, 
FIFTH AVENUE, cor. 18th-street, 
NEW YORK CITY. 
FIRST YEARS 
IN 
SON· C •• LAN D" 
FOR 
Day Scho~ls uonilo-Glassos. 
___ . - .- BYGEORGE F. ROOT. 
A well ordered, interesting and carefullv graded course of 
elementary lessons, and a generous .upply of good attractive 
, SONGS For S%~tiO~nNotation. 
Recitation. 
Special Occasions, 
INEVERYDEPART.MENT ' 
I "First Years In ' Song-talld" 
Is far in advance of any ofits predece .. ors, and outstrips all 
. competitors. .16 pages in beautiful Ityle. 
_ Be sure to examine "FIBST YE~ ~ SONG 
L~" before you select a book f~r the fall and 
• Winter session. . 
Price 5.0 c. by mail; 85.00 per dOL by exPress, 
• SpecImen pages DOW rcady-and sent free on application. 
J 'OHN CHURCH ~ CO., 
66 West Fourth St., I 5 Union !!quare 
CINCINNATI, O. NBW YORK' . 
! - . 
Organ lor onl(.I5O cash, direct from factory, to Sahbath 
Schools, and c ergymen at· cost, plain walnllt 5 octave 
double reed', 7 ItOPS. organ nicely· finished, compiete In everY 
respect and warranted for five yean. ' . 
. PEERLE8~ ORGAN ('0., Port Cqlden, N. J 
1: OW,A COLLEGE, Grl_.ull, I_. iOr catalC!JiJe 
'. 1 ', -etc.; addreu the PresldeDt, GiIo.F:YAooUJf,:QiD. l chy 
30 DAYS TRIAL ALLOWED . 
BRYAN'S 
:ELECTRIC BELT·· 
}'oh UIBUINQ THE HUMAN OROANISH WITH 
NEW LIFE, HEALTH and STRENGTH. 
......:......-.---
6. Self-Cur,Uve for Nervous, Chronic aDd Organlo IlIaeUe .. 
.Approved a.nd recommended by the Host Emimnt 
AutllO"ity, and endorsed by ' Convincing 
Tutimony of those who have med them. 
"W.ITHOUT MEDIC.1NES 
They effectually cure all /lwse derangements annng 
from a /0., of Vital Force, meh aI 
l\" . rrOU8 Debility " lid Exha ustlon, Dyspepsia, Epi · 
leps,., Kidne,. Complaints, Impot.encr. Hfsteda. 
Spermatorrh."" Ltv er Complaints, Nervousness, 
Genersl III Ifealth, . Wasting Awal or Decline, . 
Urinary DIseases, Lumbago, Neuralgia, 
Costlvenessl . Organic "eakness, Spinal 
'I'roubles, ~'em"le Disorders, Heart Dis· 
ease, Lung D1~ease, Parol,sls, Physl. 
eal Incapacity, and Prostration; 
Melaucholla and 'Brain Troubles, 
Muscular Weakness, Loss of . 
Po"er, Blld Premature Decay, . 
And are eRpeoially adapted for recuperatIng the 
Organism wheu injured by Imprudence, SlcknellB, 
or Old Age. 
-------
. The Et~ctro-Nagnetic Ourrent i. evolved without the 
a.d of V"I~ar or Acids, by the heat and moill"re of 
the body. Tile Current i. continuow and without 
Ilwck., 'and the Belts and Appliancu may be 100rtJ 
constanUy without trouble or prtparat>on end with 
;>erfect comfort and privacy. ' 
DI<-;POT, 2 BOND ST., N. V. 
Send stamp for ramphlet. H. ltl. MALOY. 
ORAL LESSONS IN LANGUAGE, 
For the First, St cond, Third, ·and Fourth 
. Years in School. 
HOW TO PREPARE THEM; 
HOW TO GIVE THEM. . 
The Teacber's Edition (prep_red by Mas N. L. KNOX) 
of THE ELEMENT~RY LESSONS IN ENGLISH (by 
W. D . WHITNllY, of Yale College, and Mrs. N . L. K ,ox) is 
ready. ' , 
It d iscu .. es the important principles of Primary 
Edu('ation and Instruction; the Art ·of Qu .. stion-
ing; the Laws of Questioning; Methods of Cor-
recting Oral and Written Exercises, etc., etc. 
It contains maU.,..and plans ro y pvi"c O,.al I a",,",c, 
L,SS01U Oil color, Yo"',!' size, weight. ,,'ace, "",mats, 
" la"ls, and I ommon objecl,". 
lt incl1ldes the entire text ofi Ihe chil(lren's book (PART I. 
-Ho.W TO S · EAK AND WRITE CO.llREC'TLY) and 
gives i.n de.tail me!hO~5 of developing the ies"ons of th~ text. 
ExercISes In apphcatlon of the lessons. reviews dictation 
. exe,:ises, and home tasks, are introduced as th~roughness 
requlrc: ~. 
The VOCARULARY LESSONS, the chapter on LET-
TER WRITING. and the METHODS FOR COMPOSI-
TION EXERCISES, will prove Invaluable to teachers in 
the upper grammar grades. Sent post-paid on receipt of 
85 cents, in stamps. . 
GINN & HEATH, Publishers, 
, 56 State Street, Cbicago. 
National School of 
ELOCUTION AND ORATORY, 
1U6 and 1418 Chestnut St., 'Philadelphia 
Course ~n Elocution. Course in Oratory. Literary Co~rse 
For pubhc speake .... readers, teachers, and the generai 
ltuGent of higher Enghsh. Fali term opens Oct 4th 
.;ro-pa&e Catalogue on application. Address .• 
R. 0 : MOON. Secretary. 
$ 7 2 ~~~~. 811. a day at home easily made. Costly' 
""" Addr ess TRUll & Co., Augusta, Maine. 
Nervous Debility 
Cured Witbout Medicines; 
Our Special Galvanic Appliances reach at once 
the seat of disease, and their Electro .:Galvanic action IS 
upon the cent e of the NERVOU ,;, MUSCULAR, and 
GENERATIVE SYSTEMS, 
SPEEDLY RESTORES THE -
VITAL FOB.OES, 
LOST MANHOOD. 
Aod curing theworstca'es of Seminal Weakness, Exhaus-
tion, Impotency, and all Diseases and We.kness of the 
Urino-genital organs. 
YOUNG MEN suffering from earlyindiscreti , n lack nerve 
forccand fail to attain strength. MIDDLE-AGED MEN 
often lack vigor. While OLD MEN attribute t!teir loss of 
energy and vitalIty to the natural progress of age-
and decay. To ooe and all we can say that nature merely 
wants aid, NA TlJRAL aid, which our a appliances 
give WITHOUT DRUGGING THE STOMACH. We 
guarrantee a cure in every c~ se short of structural, de, .... 
generation. Special illustrated pamphlet sent in sealed 
envelope on receipt of 6 cents postage. Conc;,ultation free. 
Office hours, 9 A. M. to 5 P . M. 
WOltlEN suff.ring from any weakness peculiar to their 
sex should send for our 'pecial. circular explaining our im-
improved electrical Ovarian Supporters, etc. 
AMERICAN ,GALVANIC CO:, 
134 Madison St., Chicago, m., Rooms 1 & .1I 
!!!! Only Medicine 
That Acts at the Same Time on 
The Wver, the Bowels and thelidnaYs. 
These great o~ are the natural cleans-
ers of the system. 11 they worje well. health 
will be perfect; If they become clogged, . 
dreadful diseases are sure to follow with 
TERRIBLE SUFFERINC. 
BllIonsn888, Headache, D)'IIpepala, Jaun-
dice, Constipation and Plies, or Kid· 
ner Complaints, Grnel, Diabetes, 
or RheQ.llladc Pains and Aches, 
~MYhe~o~~~~~c;a~athih~~~d 1~.Pv~IS~~~~ 
expelled naturally. 
KIDNEY.WORT 
wfll restore the healthy action and all theRe 
destroying evll8 will be banished ; neglect 
thig'o~~l.t~'t:~~~~~~~~:etg. sl!r~rita~dYOn. 
will add one more to the number. Take It 
aud health will once more gladdeu your heart . 
WIIJ _ ... 10 __ u.._'otoa.l.lIl1,w .. ekl 
WIIJ'-_dl_r._CouIIpaIIoau4PUo11 
KmNRY-WollT will cure you. Try a pack-
age at once and be satlslled: 
It f8 a drv llegttabl8 comPound and 
One Paekagemakenlx quarts of Medlelne. 
You,. Druggl8t has (t, or will gel " for 
!IOu. ImiSl uI'0n hatJi .. g 11. Price, til.OIl. 
WILLS, 3lOlWIDSON " CO., Proprletm, 
I 0 (WlU oend pool pald.) BarllDctoa. v&. 
-... - ... - ... - ... -
MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE MADE EAS¥. Prof. Rice's Magical In ·tant Music t · aching PiaJ)o, Organ, 
and Guitar Charts,' te .• '1.00. Most rapid, correct system 
on earth . Agents wanted. Save the Adv't and ~end for 
Free music ~nd terms to '43 State St .• Chicago, Ill. Special' 
offer and free lecture to earnest teachers, etc. 
Por Sale or Exchange 'r A large Magic Laittern • . 
C cst 100. eHAS. J. WARD, Horseheads, Chemun ... Co. : 
New'Vorf<. ' .' -' 
Sept .. 30, 1880] The 'Educational Weekly. I6l 
THE- EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. 
TH1l;, WEEKLY is sent to subscribers until ordered dis· 
contmued and all arrearages all paid as required by law. 
THE NuMBER following your name on the address 
label is the last number for which you have paid. 
'YOUR NAME can not be found on our list unless we kno'V 
the name of your post office and stat~. Please bear 
tllis in mind In writing to us. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, 
One year (40 Nos.), tz .50; if paid in advance, " • . 00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1.50; tI U 1.25. 
Three months (10 Nos.) .75; II . II .65 
Each Monthly Edition, 50ccnts a year in advance. , 
ADVBRTISING RATES FOR SINGLB INSBRTION: 
P er Line, (NonpareiL) Ii .1'5 I'one Colu~n (10 in.) $ 8.00 
One Inch 1.50 One-half inSide Page, 10.00 
Two Inches, 2.75 ()ne-half ou side Page, 12.00 
Three Inches, 4 .00 Full inside Page, 15.00 
Five inches t~ col.) 5 .00 ,Full outside ~age, 20.00 
Special nOtices, 40 cents per hne. brevler Wide measure. 
Discount 5 per cent for ... insertions; 10 per cent for 10 
lpscrtions; 15 per cent for :20 insertions; :25 per cent for . 4 0 
insertions. . 
Add one·fifth for choice of position. 
Add one~tenlh for e. o. w. or monthly insertions . 
Add onc cent per line (or every change of copy. 
Smaller advertisements may be di~placed f.J( a full-page 
a.dvertisement. 
No advertisement will be received for less than o"e dollar. 
Orders from c;trangers must be pOlid monthl:tin advance. 
All aJv~rtis~mtnts f"I.blisludflJur 0'" more consecuthJe 
times in tlu w~ekly editio1!. are publishtr! 111 ~ach month. ly 
edition /ree of charge while ru,,,,ing in tile weekly. 
Address all communications to 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., Chicajto. 
. HOW TO HACH ELEMENTARY D RITHMETIC. 
GRUBE"S METHOD 
Of Tea ching Arithmetic exp.lained, with a large. number of 
, "Practical Hints and IllustratIons, by Pr?f. LoUIS Soldan, 
Principal of the Normal School, St. LoUIS, Mo. 
Many teachers know of "Grube's Method" by the hearing 
of.the ear. They will be thankful for the day which firs t 
gave thej!l a clear understanding of it. Here it is in fuU, by 
one of the most eminent and successful teachers in the 
country. Price in paper covers, 20 cents; flexible cloth, 30 
cents, post~paid. 
TOPICALANALYSIS. 
FOURTH THOUSAND. 
TOPICAL ANALYSIS 01 , Descriptive Geography, United 
States lIistory, Practical Arithm~tic, Physiology a nd Hy. 
glene Physical Geography, EnglJsh Grammar, and Pen· 
manship . For use in Common ~chools,. ~ormal. Schools 
and Teachers' Institutes. ReVIsed EdItion, pp. 114. By 
George S. Wedgwood. ' 
This is the most convenient and useful book yet written 
or insti tute, normal schoo), and grammar school,instructors. 
The subjects are systematically outlined, so that it is imma-
terial whetb r a class is supplied with uniform text-books 
or not. It is well adapted to any good text·book and hence 
is of great advantage to county institutes and schools where 
a diversity of bocks prevails. It saves t to the teacher the 
great labor and time of copying on the black·board or of, 
dictating an outline for review or recitation . and the pupils 
th~· immense burden of writing the outline down for their 
own use. They are not in danger of making errors in ~opy· 
ing their Ol.:!tline, or of losing the paper upon which it is 
wtitten. 
Retail price 50 cents. Copies for examination lent post. 
paid on receipt of retail price. No attention paid to orders 
unllccompanied by ' the cash. 
.s-Seod for a copy and convince yourself 01 its surpassmg 
utility. S.B. WINCHELL &CO.,pobllsher.s. 
63 & 65 W .ashlngto!i Street, 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
The School-Room Song Budget. 
.{ Collection 0/ Songs ,."d Music/or Schools anil Educa· 
tio"al Gatheri"gs, Compiled 6y E. V. De Graff. 
Ctmductor of Teachers' Itlst itutes. 
ENLARGED EDITION. 
The SONG BUDGET now contains 72 pages, 107 songs, and 
five full·page illustrat,ons, and is handsomely bound. Price 
IS cents; $1.50 per dozen; $[0.00 per hundred, nd:t. 
Send to S. R. WINCHE'LL & Co., Chicago 
111416 a we"k in your own tOwn. Terms and $5 outfit free. 
II'U Address H HALLBTT & Co., Portland, Maine. 
TEACHERS I 
THE Book. Text Books. Gommon~School QU8stion 
A Valuable Book jor every Teacher and Studmt. 
Enlarged Edino,:, I879. 
By A, H. CRAIG. g'SOO Important and Practical Ques·~soo ti01l8 clearly answered, compiled 
. rom tbe following twelve: different branches of stu y as used 
In our Common and HIgh Schools: U. S . H istory Geog· 
raphy. 9-rammar, Arithmetic, Reading, Orthography, Pen-
ma"J!t-ipt Particijlu and In/i,,itives, Civil Government, 
Parlra,,,e~lary" Laws and Usages, PhysiolojlY ~nd Anat· 
omy, PhYSIcal Geography. (The departments In Italics are 
the additional ones.) . 
. 12mo, cloth, 340 pages, 8 •• 50. 
Sample copy sent to any address on receipt of price. 
A GRAND WORK POR RSVIIl\V8 IN SCHOOLS. 
Club Rates for Teachers. 
AGENTS WANTED. 
S. B. WINCHELL ce CO, 
P 'ublishers, Chicago, Ill. 
I Arise to Say 
, The 
only 
objection 
to your 
"COMMON SENSE ROCKER' 
is, we all want It. They suit all sizes, 
from the two. year·old b,!by to the champion member of the 
Fat Men's Club." . 
~very . chair made upon ho·nor and Warranted Perfect. 
Prices range from 75 cents to $9 each. 
SpeCial discount to Clergymen and Hotels. Send for Cat· 
alog. Manufactured by . 
F. A. SINCLAIR, l\[ottvlUe, N. Y. 
Rock River ~aper Co., 
[38 and 140 Lake St., Chicago, 
Manufacturers and d.,.JelS in 
Alt Ktnd~ Of Paper. 
ManufacturelS 01 the 
Patent Red Cedar Carpet Lining and Building 
Paper. 
Samples sent on application 
K811o~~Js Educational A~8ncy'. 
No. 28 E. 14th Street, N. Y. City. 
FIR8T -OLA.88 TEAOljER8 
CAN ALWAYS BE SUPPLl~D BY US .. 
IT WILL PAX EVER'y PRINCIPAL WHO SEEKS 
.A REALLY GOOD TEA,cHER TO WRITE 
TO US AT ONCE, 
State the kind of s.chool, number of pupil;, salary, Wheth-
'er lady or gentleman. Tile studies to be taught and all 
other needfulluform,.tion. Enel~e stamp for reply. 
,E. ~. 7;.ELLOGG ce .CO. 
Choice Readings. 
By Prof. R. C. CUMNOCK. Price, $I.75. 
"It seems to me one of tho few thoroughly satisfactory 
books in its line. I kn~w 01 no , classified collection of read· 
ings at all to be compared with it."-Prof. Rockwood, Stat. 
Normal &1100/, Wiscon.ri1l. 
Primer of Political Economy. 
A. B. MASON and J . J . LALOR. Price 60 cts. 
"We have given it a pretty thorough examination, and in 
our judgment, it is 'better adapted for the use of the youth 01 
our public schools than aJlY other work on th~ subject that 
we can call to .mind.'·-GaJ:~tte, C,·"cin"ati. 
Animal Analysis. 
By Prof. ELLIOTT WHIPPLE. Price, 75 cts. 
"An excellent book for the young student beginning Eonl· 
ogy: It systematizes observation and directs attention to the 
important characters upon which classification dep,nds."-
Presitl,,,t Marcy, Nf1rt"wisterll Ui""verst."ty. 
Manual of the Vertebr(ltes. 
By Prof. D. iI. JORDAN. Price, tz.50. 
"Dr. Jordan has embodied i n this work the latest results· 
of zoolngical science, and we know of no 9imilar book which , 
contains so much and so reliable information suited to the 
special wants of students in the 'field C)T class·room."-Nt1tI 
E"glattd 70 .... nal 0/ Education. . 
CQOD READI,NC .. 
.. .......... :'-. 
Life of Benedict lrnold. 
His Patriotism and his Treason. By HOIl. I. N. Arnold. 
Crown Bvo, gilt top. Price, 82.50:' '. ' 
"Of great merit and historical v;>lue. ·It can 'be read with 
interest and profit for what it tells of a period ~hich i. f ... 
fading out ofknowledge."-E4,.ess, New York. 
Motives of Life. 
By Prof. DAVID SWING. Price. $ •. 00. 
"Prof. S~fng writes with the simplicity, the.earnestness, 
and the honesty which comes of a sincer~ devotion to all mat 
is best, atld nOblest, 'and l'urest in· 'life and character;"-
E.""i"" Post, Ne'!!! York. ' 
Ingersoll and Moses. 
By Rev. SAMUEL IVES CURTISS, U . D Price, ' •. 25 • 
"The book is characterized by ripe scholanlhip and great 
fairness and courtesy in argument. It is the strongest argu-
ment yet made against the sephistries which have been so 
widely advertised during the past few years, mainly through 
the lectures ofCoJ.lngersoll."-Tlu l.uer·Ocea". -
Short HistorY of Francei 
For Young People. Ry Mis. K:lRKLAND. Pric;:e, al.SO. 
'~TIie narrative is not 4rY on a single p.ge, and the Iittl~ 
history may be coinmended as the best of' its kind that has 
yet appeared ." __ Bulletin, pMladelphia. 
Jlelle ·and. the Boys. , . 
A New Juvenile. B)' MIS. C. F , CORBIN. Price,.S •• oS; 
"It .~maju'st tlie,' '''Iok t,9. be apPleciated by fair, sweet 
yonng girls, and brave, manly boys, HandSomely printed 
and illustrated, iUs one ofthe prettiest juvenile li.:olca of the 
year."-A",. 11.",,"',11.1". N. Y. 
Tales of Ancient Greece. 
By the. Rev. Sir G. W . Cox, Bart, M, A. Price, $ •• 60 • 
"The grace with which these 01<1 tales of ,the mytholoiY 
are retold makes them .s enchanting to the young as familiar 
. fairy tales, or the Arabian Nights ."-Pu6{islurs' . W .. kl.1. -
Q-Soldlby all booksellers, Or sent by mail, postpaid, on 
receipt of price by the publishers, ' , 
11'1 
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THe ·'Educat~·onal ·Weekly. 
REVISED. IMPRovED • . ENLARGED. 
THE MASON GRADED 
PROBLEMS ' IN "ARITHMETIC 
CONSISTING OF 
1j)OO Problems on;lOOO Separate Slips ofDtirable 
Card Board in .Neat Box, with Key, l?ri~e 
81. The Same in Sheets, 75 cents. 
POINTS. 
The Problems are c1assified'into ten kinds and ten colors 
for convenience of reference. 
The c' lrd board is heavy and durable. 
The print IS clear. 
The Problems are adapted to all grades-over 300 being 
diJ!icu/~ for advanced puJlils. 
~'hey arc used now in .I9 diH:.ercnt states. 
A set wiJ1last for years. 
• With these' the teacher will always he prepared WIth 
matenal fora review or an examination. 
The probl~s have heen carefully revised , by teachers 
and no pains have heen spared,to make them perfect. 
They are THB things to enable the teacher to push those 
boys who are in school but a short t ime and desire to make 
the greatest possible advancement in arithmeth:: 
Order now and get the use of them during the entire year 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
Educational Publishers, Booksellers, and Printers. 
- CHICAGO: ILL 
THOMPSON, BROWN & 00., 
BOSTON. 
• PUDLISH 
Bradbury's Eaton's Elementary Arithmetic. By 
Wm. F. BRADBURY. 'Hopkins M,.ter in Cambridge 
High School. Sent for examination oI;l receIpt of 18 cents. 
Bradbury's Eaton's Practical Arithmetic. The 
El~mentary and the p,.acticiJl make a complete course 
for ..Pnmary and Grammar schools. Sent for 40 .cents. 
Stone's History of England. By A. P. STONE LL. 
D .• Superintendent of Schools, Springfield. Mass. Fully 
illustrated with maps and cuts. Sent, for 40 cents. 
The Musical Guide. By W. S. TILDEN. Musical 
Director. Designed to meet the want for a SINGLE 
BOOK in preference to a SERIES, Sent for 30 cents. 
Words and Numbers. A LESSON· BOOK FOR PRI-
MARY SCHOOLS. By HENRY E. SAWYER.' A new 
departure in text-books fOJ: primary instruction, 18 cents. 
BradblIrY.'s AIJ:ebra. Bradbury's Geometry and 
Trigonomentry, and BradburY~8. Ttigonomtery 
and Surveying, used with the highest success in all 
parts of the country. the Algebra and Geometry 10 New 
England cities alone representing more than 5-6 the city 
populations. Algebra, 56'cents ; Geometry, alone, 4S cents; 
Trigonometry, alone, 45 cents: Geometry and Trigono-
metry, 68 cents; Trigonometry and Survey i rig, 80 cents. 
Book-Keeping. By_A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Sent. 
for 50 cents. BLANKS. 7 in set. to accompany the book. 
DSSCRIPTIVB CATALOG sent on application . . 
Address THOS. H. BUSH, 
70 Metropolilan Block, CHICAGO. 
TH F; V"O:I:CE, ' 
Official organ Music Teachers' National ASSOcIation, is de-80HOOL ~ EXEROI8E BOOKS. ;elf:i~~,/t~i~~e~~lturein SINGING, RBADINGand SPBAKING; 
~ 'v - • '" " STUTTERING, 
,MlLde or-BEST MANILA. WRITING P .\.PE-R,' , Stammering and other vocal defects; confains letters 'from 
bouM,in HEAVY ROPE PAPER COVERS with I SpaEcH-SuPPERERS, biographical s)<eichea of MUSICIANS. 
, , ELOCUT.IQNISTS ana ORATORS, the hIStory of and essays on 
wire staples, and in all ·respects superior to any of MUSIC. hints on . T • 
th ' h bo ks- h k d ld h ' ELOCUTION, e c cap 0 m t ~ mar et, an so at t e fol- Articles on SPELLING REPORM, and translations of GBR-
lowing low prices' MAN and FRBNCH MBTHODS and writings, explains principles 
• and utility of 
- No •. Size. No. Pages. List per ICO Books. V I SIB L ESP E E C H • 8~x5~ . 5" _ _ 15' 00" Published monthly. " a year.; single copy, IOC. Se"dfor 
8~X5~ 100 _---:- 1000 prospectus. Address. EDGAR S. W.ERNER. ALaANY, N. Y. 
8~x~~, . - - . 1.;0- ~ IS 00 " 3 
4 .. g~x5~ "00 2000 
5 00 . 
1000 
11 §~x8 40 
6~x8 ' 100 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT ON LARGE ORDERS. 
S" R: WINCHELL & CO., CWcaJ:o • . 
INTEREBTING ANNOUNOEMENT 
To Teachers,· Students, Oferks, 
. ' AND OTHERS. 
You Can have thorough instruction by mail in any branch 
within the CO!jlmon and High School Courses. including 
~k!teepin~ and ~cience. ', ' l I ~ 
. ThIS offer II not .ntended for those wbo can att~nd I\ood 
schools, but for' -those shut out" fro_these privileses and 
obllied to climh alone. ' . 
Bucceu guaranteed. Process scientific. Work inter-
esting. A~dt~ .~ 
JY~ H. MI-L;L'EB, 
BllNKER HILL, m. 
. 
,HYGIENIC TEXT-BOOKS. 
Schoo) and Industrial Hygiene. By D. F. LINCOLN ' 
lIS. D .... of Boston. Mass. l!eing the cOncluding volum~ 
of. the ::>eries of AMBRICANHBALTH .PRIMIRS. Now ready 
Pric~, SO cents. . . . . 
Wllson"iI Dome8tic Hygiene. A guide to Healihy Life 
. and Healthy Homes. Price. lh.50. 
mble,Hygle~e; or, Health Hints by a Physician. Price, 
".25 · . 
" lIailed free upon receipt of price. 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON, 
PUBLISHER. BOOKSBLLBR, AND IMPORTBR 
1012 Walnut St., PHILADELPIIIA. 
NEW EDITION. 
lATE8T---lARGEST---BEST. 
CONTAINS OVER 118,000 Words, 
1928 Pages, 3000 Engravings, 
(600 NEW WOR,DS and Meaninus, 
BIOGBAPBICAL DICTIONARY 
of O'fer 9700 NAMES. 
Published by G. 1fI; ' C. MERRIAM, Springfield • . Mass 
S T MAR J-' S SCHOOL. Knoxville. Illinois. A Board· ing Sc,hool for Gi~ls; First-class throughout; a safe Chnstian home. WIth the best advantage of education. 
Reference is. made to ·pations 1n nearly every city in the 
West. . [tf] C. W. LBPPINGWBLL. D.D., Rector. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN7 of State Normal University. . Special attentlo!' is. paid to fitting young 
men for College. For years Its graduates have enter-
ed Harvard, and other first-class coUeges. without conditions . 
Th,e English course .'PresentS rare opportunities to young men 
preparing for business, or young ladies desiring a thorough 
course of study. for further information address E: J. James. 
M. D., Nonnat, ·lD. · , 
OHIO CEN1RAL N.ORMAL. and Kindn-gart ... 
. I~PHADUSTLES!f'CRAYONS' Clean ., . - White economical. . ' 
- . ' - DUSTLESS ·ERASERS and AN-
• DREWS' I;>USTLBSS ER.ASBRS : sam. 
.. pIes ofbolh by mail for '5 cents . 
• Trai .. i"lf School. Reorganized with full faculty. 
Three full cpurses, one, two, and three. years respect .. 
Ively Incorporated under Siate Board of Trustees. This 
i. the o"ly Normal·School in the State having a distinct 
Professional Course of Study and Practice combined with 
the mesl thorough academic 'i'nstruction. . 
Addtess .. JOHN OGDEN. Prin .• 
'. ___ Worthington O. 
S. R. WlNClI'ELL & eo., Chicago: 
. ':Vassar. QOllege,-
, . . PEHrGRJG:EE,PB~, N. Y., , 
POR,THE LmERAl..E;DUCATION 01!:'WOMEN 
Eiiini~tions for entrance, Sept. 1·5th. Catalbgaes .seht- 0. -
applicatIon to. .. : W..IL. DEaN, ~gl.8tran 
ILLiNOI~ STATE NORMAL .UNIVERSiTY, fOl the special preparation of teacliers. The fuU course ot study, requires three years, · ,Tuition free to those who 
plediC' t1iemselv'ea to teach .n the state; ~ qthers. '30 per 
year. Hi'h School D,/ii:rt,,,,,,t offers the Dest advantages 
for prepanng,for college or for business. Tuition"30 per 
year. (rl,a",,,,ar School D,/artm, .. t furnIshes exceUen 
facilities for obtaining a good. pracl1ca1. education. TwtioO: 
'I~!s' ~ year. Priiifary D,j7irt", ... t. a. charmillg place for 
~~!~I~';':ldT~ ]>egil'" M~~ 8,1880, Fo{rrticu.-
W; ar~ ,c!,~at'y ind~bt~d to"YOU~ tfPeF!fr: OUr sue- . . . . : . " : ' . C. ~~e~, ~resl.~ent;N~aI,. . • if.. 
'cess. M~r~ ~dte;s ha'lJ~ b~m ruiir;iti- sayIng (hal' . My . a.a'lJ~rt~e,!,mt ~n Jh~ WE~KLY pays better 
, I~q, S419 nott&~ .m:,,"'!r'japtr, tlt?n;t1lfp'/Ylt;'~rs,o'tff, . tkan n a,!Y;' ot1t~1'1Ia)'J;.J!i-A' C. ;j'f(ason, 'Jaeks,01i-
jitwi.-PII.OF. S. ,So H'AMI·LL, ELOCUTl9NIlST. ViI'~, III. 
~ "' ;,< ~ ~" .. -
r . 
, 
[Numbe~ i:7I 
'. 
TeFl 
I 
Chzcago &-Northwestern 
RAILWAY 
Is the OLDEST I BEST CONSTRUCTED I BEST 
EQUIPPED I and hence the 
Leading RAilway of the . ·Wes' 
and Northwest. . 
It embraces under one Management 
2,380 MILES OF ROAD; ' 
and forms the following Trunk Lines: • 
"Chicago, Council Bluffs & California Line;" 
"Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line," 
"Chicago. Clinton, Dubuque & La Crosse Line,' 
"Chicago, Freeport & Dubuque Line," 
"Chicago, La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line, 
"Chicago, St. Paul ·& Minneapolis Line," 
, "Chicago, Milwaukee & Lake Superior Line," 
"Chie~~o, Green Bay & Lake Super.ior Line." 
-ITS-
COQncii BluWs, Denver and Cali~ 
fornia Line 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and all points In 
IOWA, DAKOTA .... NEBRASKA. WYOMIN<1. COLOR-
ADO. UTAH, N]!;VADA,. CALIFORNIA, uREGON. 
CHINA, JAP~NandAUSTRALIA. Its . 
St. Paul and Minneapolis Line---
Is the Best Line between CICAGO and all points in 
NORTWESTERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOT A; 
and for MADISON, ST. PAUL. MINNEAPOLIS, DU-
LUT, and all points in lhe Great Northwest. . Its 
La Crosse and Minnesota Line 
15 the Best Route between CHICAGO and LA GROSSE, 
,,\l INONA, ROCHESTER, OWATONNA. MANKATO, 
,;T. ·PETER. NEW UL\f,and all points in CENTRAL 
MINNESOTA and DAKOTA. Its .. 
Green Bay and ~Iarqqette Line 
[s the On!y Line between CHICAGO and JANESVILLE 
WATER;l'OWN. FOND DU LAC, NEENAI!~ MEN 
ASHA OSHKOSH GREEN BAY. MARQlJET'l'E 
HOUGHTON'. HANCOCK, and lhe LAKE Sl.fl>ERIOB 
COUNTRY· Its. . 
Freeport and D.ubuque Line .' 
Is the Only Route botween CHICAGO and' ELGIN, 
ROCKFORD. FREEPORT. and all points via Freeport. 
Its • 
Chicago and Milwaukee Line' , 
Is the old Lake Shore Route between . >CHICAGO and _ 
HIGHLAND PARK WAUKEGAN RACINE, KEN-
OSHA and MILWAUkEE.!. and the :Best Route to SHE-
BOYGAN. MANITWOC. uREl):N ,LAKE and RIPON. 
It is the Only Road in the West running . Pullma\, Hotel 
Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs. 
Bear in -mind no other road runs Pullman Hotel Cars, or 
any other form of Hotel Cars THROUGH between Chicligo 
and the Missouri River. All Ticket Agents .can sell you 
Through Tickets by thIS Route. 
'It is the Only Road runDlng Pullman Sleeping Cars eithc: 
.way between Chicago and St. Paul. or 'any point north 0 
Chicago. 
New York Office, .415 Broadway. Boston Office,s State 
Street. Omaha Office, 13"4 Farnam Street. San Francisco 
Office,2 New MontgomerrStreet. Chicago Ticket Offices' 
60 Clark Street, under Sherman House; 75 Canal. Cor. Mad-
ison Street; 59 State, cor. Randolph Street; Palmer House; 
Grand Pacific Hotel; Kinzie Street Depot. cor. West Kinzie 
and Canal Stree:s; Wells Street Depot. cor. Wells and Kilf-
~ie Streets. . '. . 
For mformation. folders, maps. etc., not obtainable at 
Home Ticket Office, address any agent of the COlllJl'lny. or ' 
r MARVIN HUGHITT, W. H . STENNETT, 
qen'l Man.ager. Chlcal:o. qen'l Pass. Ag't. Chicago_ 
WANTED TEACHEES. 
TO CANVASS FOR THB BIBi~E F' OR T' HE YO'U~G Saturdays an.d . IJ · ·11 otherspare time.-
• Every. family witl tra've<iliis work. THEFINESTBOOlft" 
FOR. !I'H:E .HOLIDAl'l'S.;,. '!Address for circ~rs ana . 
special terms. J. H. CHAMBERS & C0., • 
30s, Locust St., St. Lo~. ,M!!. _ 
r 
... 
